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Funderburk
ready for role
as president
By Don Lowe
Managing fdlto'r
A man who is ready to put his
past behind him and concentrate on
the "important things"
That is the way that Dr. H. Hanly
Funderburk currently describes
himself.
Funderburk, chosen to replace
university President Dr. J.C. Powell
by an unanimous vote of the Board
of Regents on Nov. 26. said in a
telephone interview that he's "ready
for a new challenge."
"We are going to have to put the
Auburn situation in the background
and start to talk about EKU. That's
what's
important,"
said
Funderburk.
Funderburk was referring to the
president oi nuourn ODiversity.
During his presidency at Auburn, is one of the first things I will do
faculty members twice passed no- when I get there and I plan to spend
confidence votes against him. and a great deal of time studying that
three vice presidents resigned in area."
Funderburk said he intends to use
opposition to his policies.
Love in the afternoon
Progress photo/Sean Elkins
Auburn university students also enrollment figures as a base in
objected to Funderburk's policies, determining where funding can be
Julie Cook, a undeclared freshman from Gadsden. Ala and Jim Rainey. a ' have to go their separate ways^t: attend (lasses The soupi" said then good
according to the editor of The tightened.
sophomore from Akron. Ohio, find time to say goodbye |ust before they byes on the ramps |ust outside the Be^ley Building
"If there are dollars anywhere
Plainsman, the student newspaper
that can be turned toward salary
at Auburn.
"At one point, students wore T- improvements without affecting the
shirts and black armbands as a way quality of the programs, then it will
of asking Funderburk to resign," be done," said Funderburk.
said Lynne Hopkins, editor of The
"It is a major issue to be studied
and it is one of my highest
Plainsman.
However. Funderburk said the priorities," he said. "Faculty
president, they would probably have more active as a result of this.
administration of the university.
By Teresa Hill
student protest was conducted by salaries are below the national
"It's a common consensus among
Another tentative plan calls for
to be more active after Dr. H. Hanly
News editor
only a "small portion of the student average salaries and that is
The Board of Regents hopes to Funderburk takes office in January. the board, without taking a more university administrators and
something 1 hope we can turn
body."
faculty to get together with the
"You can't bring someone in from formal action," Stratton said.
play an expanded role at the
"For most of my time at Auburn, around in the next hiennium."
"We haven't sat down and board outside of the university to
university in the future, according outside the state without more
the student leadership and students
Funding for faculty salaries in
discuss problems and possible
influence and participation by the charted a course," he said.
to Chairman Harry Stratum
in general
supported
my addition to funding for instructional
Stratton said the first step may solutions.
"We've discussed this among board." he said.
administration very well." he said. and support equipment are high
The Board has informally
Stratton pointed out many state be to become more familiar with the
ourselves and we felt we would have
"They understood, better than priorities for Funderburk.
discussed a possible series of
to take a more active role in the institutions have also recently operations of the university.
"We will have to raise funds for
some, what needed to be done in
Stratton said that while he had retreats to give them an
named presidents who are from
university." he said.
order to solve a tremendous number these areas by trying to get support
Stratton explained that because outside the state. He said he was served on the Board for eight years, opportunity to become ' better
from the grass roots level," he said.
of financial problems.
the board went outside the certain the boards of regents at he did not know very much about aquainted with faculty and
"Toward the latter part of my "From the people who pay taxes
university and the state to select a other schools were also becoming the day-to-day procedures of the
(See REGENTS. Page 15) administration,
students and the legislature."
When asked of his overview of the
complained about some faculty
members using class time to talk university's current financial
about negative matters at the situation. Funderburk had positive
university," he said. "It was only comments.
during the final few months that
"It must be in good shape." he
there were some (students) that said. "From looking at the budgets.
were opposed to what we were I see no major problems."
professor of physics and astronomy,
The policy was passed by voice had our differences but our
By Don Lowe
Funderburk will make his first
trying to do."
said the impressions he got from vote.
fundamental aims were always the
Managing editor
What Funderburk will do at the visit to campus in the role of
faculty
members
about
the
policy
In
other
action,
the
Senate
passed
same.
After over an hour of debate,
university remains yet to be seen. university president early next
two resolutions of commendation.
substitute motions, amendments to were unfavorable.
"This body is proof that we can
When asked about the possibility •week.
"I have the impression, from the
those motions and several votes, the
The first resolution was to work together and I appreciate your of co-ed housing at the university.
Faculty Senate passed the original faculty members I ve talked to. that recognize the efforts of Faculty
support over the years.
Funderburk said he "didn't approve
proposal for the adoption of a it (a course outline) should be a Regent Bonnie Gray who served on
"Your voice has been heard."
of that type of arrangement."
communication
between
faculty
and
the Presidential Search Committee
university-wide syllabus policy at
Powell asked the Senate to give
"My position is that most college
students and not between faculty and the second resolution was to incoming university President Dr.
its Dec. 3 meeting.
housing does not lend itself to that
and
administration
of
the
honor university President Dr. J.C.
The proposal, submitted by
H. Hanly Funderburk the same kind of an arrangement." he said.
Opinion
2-3
Senator John D. Rowlett. vice university." he said.
Powell.
support it gave him.
"It wouldn't be too practical.
New*
4,
13-15
Senator
John
M.
Long,
dean
of
president of academic affairs, reads
Powell spoke to the Senate for the
Senator Gray, during the faculty
"I am, however, open to hear any
Features
5
that "each course and each section the College of Arts and Humanities, last time at this meeting.
regent report, informed the Senate proposal submitted to me."
said
the
policy
only
calls
for
very
of each course must have a
Organizations
6-7
He
recalled
his
role
in
the
of
Funderburk
s
plans
to
meet
with
Funderburk
said
he
hasn't
had
'complete' syllabus" which will little information to be added.
facullty members.
Arts
8-9
the opportunity to thoroughly
"A common syllabus is desirable development of the Senate.
include each of the 10 elements
examine issues facing the university
"Over the years, we have seen this
This came only after she answered
Sports
10-12
to
have.
The
purpose
of
the
list
of
listed, be distributed to students, filat the present time.
body assume a more important role questions about the presidential
People poll
4
ed in the office of the department elements is to accurately describe
"I looked through the catalogs
the management of this selection.
Police beat
14
chair and made available to other of- what activity is expected." said in
university." said Powell. "We've
- (See FACULTY. Page 15) but I haven't looked at any specific
Long.
fices as required."
enrollment figures." he said. "That
The 10 elements are:
• Department, prefix, number,
title and credit hours.
•Catalog course description
including prerequisites.
• Text(s)
with
dates,
supplemental textts). other required
readings and references.
•Course objectives.
Previous nights had turnouts as
By Lias "Frost
research paper.
•Course outline: A topical outline
low
as three and six people.
Editor
He
also
didn't
want
to
indicating scope and subject matter
Tucker said he feels the program
This week is the first week of the inconvenience his roommate and he
contents which must include an apuniversity's experimental 24-hour said he didn't feel comfortable stu- is good for the students, but it is
proximate time schedule.
difficult on the staff.
dying in the dorm.
•Course requirements: required open library.
"It's hard on the staff. Monday,
The
university
has
opened
the
"I'll
be
here
all
night."
he
said.
"I
activities, papers, quizzes, exams,
I
didn't
get off until 8 a.m. and I had
Reserve
Room
of
the
library
for
allthink
I
have
an
obligation
to
use
the
oral reports, special projects, field
study for a two week trial library right now. because this is a 10:30 class. I started out okay, but
trips, labs. etc. An approximate night
a few hours into the day, I felt
time
schedule
for
these basis. It is open Sunday through only a trial basis. I like it and I 'd like pretty bad." he said.
Thursday.
to have it next year."
requirements must be included.
Tucker said he believed there was
The program was designed after
Some of the students said they
• Additional requirements for
a need for the area and during his
a
proposal
by
Student
Senator
had
been
there
for
the
library's
graduate students in 700-level
classes taught concurrently with Kevin Miller brought before the usual late night study and had just half hour checks he found most
senate asking for such an area.
stayed. Others came specifically to students studying.
500-level courses.
He said he believed most students
Tuesday at 3:30 a.m.. approx- use the 24-hour area and to avoid an
• Evaluation method(s) and
weren't used to study quite so late,
imately
28
students
were
using
the
uncomfortable
dorm
room.
relative weight of each course
study area.
The university is paying three but since they could have drinks
requirement.
"It is difficult to study in the staffers and one student to remain containing caffeine in the library
• Attendance policy.
that students were making it
• Notification of the last day to dorm room and it's usually quieter on duty during the sessions. And
the night.
drop the course if the course starts over here." said Renee Hatoor. a they have relaxed the rules during through
He said the longest anyone had
junior
occupation
therapy
major.
the
all
night
period
to
allow
or stops on non-standard dates.
been asleep were two people
Hatoor had used the late night beverages in the carpeted areas.
This policy is planned to go into
Monday night who had drifted off
According to late night staffer.
effect in Jan. 1985 but no later than time to finish a research paper.
for about an hour and a half.
She said she felt the study area Thomas Tucker, a senior
Aug. 1985.
"That hasn't been a problem.
was
a
good
idea,
but
she
didn't
feel
administrative
management
major,
The policy was the topic of debate
Students
are here studying." he
she
would
use
it
any
time
but
dead
•
there
has
been
a
wide
range
of
in two Senate meetings.
Strip!
Progress photo/Rob Carr
said.
or finals.
turnout.
It received opposition from week
The
university
will
use
these
two
Bob
Faulkner
agreed.
At
11:30
p.m.
Tuesday
145
various senators who called it
: tw,s
rom bo,lom le
". Steve Swaffar. MKhelle Gadberry Brenda Bunch
The junior public relations major students were in the area. At a little weeks to decide if a 24-hour study £!2i ! ?'
"unfair."
.
and
Lisa
Fraley
play strip poker by the Wallace Building for a'saioVcy, dass
area
is
needed
■
after
3
«.m.
there
were
28.
was
also
using
the
time
to
finish
a
Senator Christopher E. Laird.
}
f

Board talks of expanding role

Faculty adopts syllabus policy

Inside

Students take advantage
of late night study area
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By Laura Strange

Editor
Managing editor
Staff artist

Ijaura Strange Is a sophomore
majoring in journalism.
ennstmas is one ot tne most
enjoyable times of the year for most
students. It's a chance for them to
be with their family and friends
while getting a break from school.
This year Christmas seems to be
approaching quickly and students
are already getting the Christmas
spirit. Some signs of this are the
decorations in the dorms. Christmas
carols on the radio and the trips
taken to I-exington or nearby areas
to go Christmas shopping.
Christmas shopping is something
which has become a year round
process for a lot of people. They save
their money for gifts from one
Christmas to the next.
The exchanging of gifts has
always been an accepted and
important part of the Christmns
celebration in America, but each
year more and more emphasis seems
to be put on the idea that the gifts
are the most important part of
Christmas.
The gifts themselves, rather than
the thoughts behind them, are what
seem to rank highest is many
people's minds.
The true spirit of Christmas is

Powell's work
gave education
high quality
Dr. J.C. Powell is retiring Dec
.'II and after eight and a half
years a new man will take the
helm.
Powell has been a good
president for the university and
he shall l>e missed.
During his tenure as the
university's top administrator.
Powell was responsible for many
changes in all areas of the
university that server! to

Powell has maintained a calm
atmosphere at the university
and kept a working relationship
between students, faculty and
administrators.
He has also worked very hard
with the Council on Higher
Education and the State
legislature to keep old and find
new sources of funding for the
university.
Those that havo o..i-..wJ M i B»

There have been 12 academic
programs that have received
initial accreditation.
All programs accredited since
1976 have been re-accredited.
The rate of acceptance of
university
students
into
graduate and medical schools
has increased.
One of Powell's biggest and
most successful projects was
l he reorganization to modify
academic units into the present
college system the university
now employs.
This system made the
university more efficient by
creating units that could be
more responsive to students.
Powell was also responsible
for the creation of a five-year
plan for the establishment of
academic computing and the use
of computer programs for
admnistralive purposes.
The computer systems have
streamlined registration and
student records, making access
quicker and easier for students
and administrators.
Also under Powell, students
have made progress in the area
of open house in the dormitories.
More hours have been added
than in the history of the
university.

fresident and are regretting the
oss.
Also, in the state, people
remember the Powell term with
admiration and respect.
Last year after Powell
announced his retirement. Dr.
Donald Zacharias. president of
I Western Kentucky University,
commented to The Progress
"We're losing a fine member of
the team."
Former
president
of
Morehead State University.
Morris Norfleet. said of Powell.
"He has certainly meant a great
deal to higher education in
Kentucky."
Powell
has
given
the
university
high
quality
education and standards and
made it a school to be proud of.
As he retires it is hoped his
effeclivness will remain with the
new leaders and that the
university will continue to
benefit from his insight and
hard work.
Powell will be remembered by
the university for a very long
time and he will be remembered
with pride and thanks from
those he led.
He was and is very much
appreciated.

Visitation hours
don't hurt study
By Scott Mandl
St-olt Mandl is a senior majoring
There's good news for students
is journalism.
planning on long hours of
A debate in this space on whether
semester's end studying. The
university is keeping the reserve or not students ought to be allowed
room of the library open 24 hours a open house during finals week
day to allow students who need a would miss the main point.
Crockett has said she will consider
quiet place to study the proper
the wishes of the students and if
facilities.
The university administration is students convey to her that open
to be applauded for responding to house should not be taken away
the student request in the form of during the last week of each
a bill written by Student Senator semester, she will "take that into
account."
Kevin Miller.
Similarly Melissa King, president
While those who want a quiet
place to study during dead week and of Women's Residence Hall
finals week have been provided for. Association, said she is personally
t hose who wish to study or socialiie against open house during finals
in their rooms may do so only with week, but that she would act to
members of the same sex. Once represent the students in obtaining
ugain. with open house privileges open house during that period if
ending this Saturday, the men and - that message is sent by students to
women of the university will not be the RHA office or brought up by the
allowed to studv. talk or relax hall representatives.
together in the privacy of their own
So apparently, its in the hands of
rooms during their last week the students. What is their
preference?
together.
If students are happy with open
This, of course, affects co-ed
house being closed during finals
groups as well as couples.
As Jeanette Crockett, dean of week, then no more need be said.
student life, will attest, there are
However, if students feel that
two sides to the issue. She mention- they would benefit more from reed that some students, who would taining open house privileges, of.
use the open house to study in co-ed being allowed the option, then
groups, might be inconvenienced, Crockett and RHA are awaiting
though they could find other places that input.
to study.
Think about it next week. Are
On the other side of the coin, she studies being helped? Is it quieter?
said that the rights of a student who Are rights being protected? Is their
simply wanted to study in his own less hassle?
Whatever the conclusion, the
room come first, and not allowing
open house during finals week policy won't change if students
don't voice their opinion.
protects that right.
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People should stop plying
attention to all the ads on television
that try to push the expensive
products at the public. These ads
seem to imply that spending money
and lots of it is what Christmas is
all about.
t
Spending money should only be a
small and insignificant part of
Christmas. The feelings of love,
kindness and sharing should be
- prevalent in people's minds while
they're spending money.
Therefore the amount of money
one spends is not important ~ the
thought behind it is.
It seems as if few people realize
this, though.They go shopping and
spend all the money in one day that
has taken them a year to
accumulate. This is not really
necessary.
Instead a person should carefully
shop for inexpensive and useful
gifts. At the time, an item may seem
to be cheap and inappropriate but
it could turn out to be very useful
The staff wants a union.
and appreciated. On the other hand,
Then for all of us. we want
some people may spend lots of
something to be done about thut
smell that comes from Stateland money on a gift with the idea that
quantity constitutes quality.
Dairy.
Just wail until there's a good However, the receiver of the gift
might shove it way into the back of
wind one day and you'll know what
a closet because it serves no useful
I mean.
purpose.
In that same general direction,
The quality of the gift is based
there's this big building with a lot
more
on the intention and purpose
of machinery in it.
behind it.
We could turn it into a l> JI but I
A small and inexpensive gift
think we all would rather have a
could be purchased with the intent
working planetarium.
May be you could set some money of sending it to someone they care
aside from the budget to get things for. showing they're concerned
about them and they value their
rolling over there.
friendship. There could be no dollar
You could also get some money
for maintaining the quality of the value placed on the gift then,
because feelings, thoughts and
library and all of our great liberal
emotions
can't be weighed or
arts programs.
Also, please make peace with the measured by any scales or charts.
faculty and don't let any They're priceless.
The most priceless gift a person
controversies gel started.
We just want these few things can receive are often ihose created
or invented by someone who has the
and we'll be happy.
receiver of the gift in mind while
I' m sure you can arrange them if
working on it.
you really try.
Letters from friends, drawings by
Aflerall. we have been so good.
The football team won the Ohio children and homemade cards from
relatives are often appreciated and
Valley Conference for the fourth
treasured more than something
straight year.
pruchased in a store.
The women's volleyball team
The drawings and cards will be
went to the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Tournament. put on display for others to see and
And we won both the men's and admire, while the letters will be put
in a secret hiding place so they can
the women's OVC All Sports
be pulled out and read at any time.
Trophies this year.
The meaning behind these types
Besides sports, we also had many
other groups do great things as well. of small gifts are evident - "I care
We had several students and enough to take the time and effort
student groups take top honors in to create something for you. This
gift is like an extension of myself."
slate and national competitions.
Expensive gifts cost only money.
And even The Eastern Progress
Inexpensive
and creative gifts
won a regional contest.
So come on, Mr. Funderburk. require much more than money.
require
imagination,
make sure our Christmas stocking They
thoughtfulness. creativity, time and
are full.
patience.
If one has no money, surely he
possesses one or two of the above
qualities and can develop ideas for
an inexpensive but meaningful gift.
Perhaps the reason lor this is best
summed up by the phrase used in a
popular card commerical: "What
I'm really giving you is a part of
me."
Money is not a part of most
In last week's letters to the editor , people, but love, kindness and
column a letter titled "Responsibil
concern are. These feelings can be
ty poor" misidentified the Student wrapped in an inexpensive gift as
Affairs office for the Student well as an expensive one. This
Association office.
thought and the purpose for
exchanging gifts is probably best
Also la last week's issue a story stated in the old but true cliche: 'It's
in the features section should have the thought that counts."
identified those people who use
This Christmas let's make the
weight lifting as a way to tone thatr
thought behind the gift more
bodies as body builders.
important than the gift djself

Campus wants gifts
Dear Mr. Kunderburk:
We've been good little boys and
girls all year (with the exception of
those of us who got arrested for
doing things good little boys and
girls shouldn't do( so therefore, we
would like to usk you for just a few
things for Christmas.
Kirsl of all. we'd like to have coed housing.
You see. co-ed housing exists at
all of the other universities in the
slule and they don't seem to he
having any problems.
Secondly, we'd like to have 'Jthour open house.
Believe it or not. Mr. Kunderburk.
we do have sex anil we'd like III
make it a little more comfortable lit
you know what I meanl.
Speaking of convenience. I think
we'd also like to get rid of the giant,
crawling and flying insects that are
our current roommates.
Hot water in the showers
wouldn't be bad either.
And private rooms for everyone
also, please.
Mr. Kunderburk. we would really
like a bar and a liquor store on
campus as well.
You know, downtown is just loo
far U> walk.
One more thing that would makelife a little more pleasant is to have
more convenient parking spaces.

Reflections

I in sure .ill these things for the
students won't lie u problem or will
i hey?
Well, how about the faculty then?
I know you're ready to do
anything you can to please them,
right?
I can't (and would never dare)
speak for them officially but I have
heard a few of the things they want
for Christmas.
One of the first things they want
is more money!
How about it Mr. Kunderburk?
We've got a lot of good people who
are underpuid and who need raises.
They also want more women (only
those who are qualified of course) to
be in administrative positions.
Oh! I almost forgot the staff.
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Clutter is OK, ya' know

In" other words
Funderburk is good

the decision made by the Board of
Regents.

Since Dr. H. Manly Funderburk
Dr. Funderburk did make
was named president of Eastern last mistakes during his time at Auburn;
week, several people have been however, he has said that he won't
asking me my opinion of the decison become involved in a similar
and of Dr. Funderburk.
situation here at EKU.
The reason my opinion is of
I'm glad that the board
.. interest to them is that I entered
considered
his strengths and talents
Auburn in the Fall of 1979 and
graduuted from the university in and did not let a past mistake affect
June of 19H3. I was there during the its decision.
Funderburk presidency and
I am sure Dr. Funderburk already
controversy. I am presently living has a great respect for Eastern in
in Richmond and working at F.KU. the fact that despite his past the
has confidence in him and has
My honest opinion is that I am board
name him as the new president.
glad that Dr. Funderburk has been
Sally Thompson
name as the eighth president of
Kastern. From the articles I've seen
it seems that Dr. Funderburk is
very open to talk about and admit UP Club thank yous
the controversy that existed during
The UP Club would like to thank
his presidency at Auburn.
Dan Bertsos and the program office
So often when we hear for providing materials for our
controversy we think of dishonest. Smile (Jrsm Sale on Dec. 3.
illegal, or secret actions of some sort
We would also like to thank Stuof a conspiracy. However this
dent Activities for helping us to get
controversy from what I've seen
it arranged.
revolved around some of Dr.
Funderburk management decisions.
UP would also like to congratulate Kathy Gammon and Anne
The faculty' did twice vote no
Allegrini for being elected as our
confidence and a small group of new co-facilitators for the Spring of
students were involved in protest,
1985. We are looking forward to a
but to be honest in my opinion the
fantasitic semester!
majority of the students were not
We wish everyone a very Merry
involved.
Christmas and a super New Year.
Mary Patton
My hope is that the students here
Dan Ziarkowski
would give Dr. Funderburk a fair
The UP Club
chance and respect and would back

r\ Accicicnc
RECORDSMITH has 5.000
Christmas gifts priced below $8.
wwwww**w*ww**wwww*ww
RECORDSMITH pays CASH
for used nick albums in excellent condition.
****•**•*•*»********

I would like to bring to the
attention of this campus that
Commonwealth Hall has three
elevators of which one has been
non-operational since earlv October.

People don't need to use words
such as those to make themselves
understood. If anything they clutter
speech and make themselves very
difficult to understand, do you know
The two remaining elevators what I'm trying to say?
repeatedly get stuck, and the alarm
When children are still young,
bells ring inadvertantly at all hours like, their parents should teach them
of the day and night.
to speak clearly and concisely.
They should be taught that flufl
on some floors, the down buttons
do not work so you must push the words are totally unnecessary, you
up buttons to get the elevator to know where I'm coming from?
stop on your floor. Then you must
Well, it isn't something everyone
ride up in order to get to ride down. does and those that do. like,
probably never even notice that
The wait for an elevator can they do it.
become quite lengthy especially
Like, it's just a chance to catch
when only two elevators are your breath and your thoughts
servicing the 560 men that occupy before going on to the next words.
Commonwealth.
So, you know, maybe they aren't
Kecently one of the working so bad. you know.
Like it might be all right for, okay,
elevators on which I was riding fell
abour half a floor with a group of some people to use these words,
people on it. These elevators are olrl because, it isn't important anyway.
If a person needs to like catch
and dangerous. They should be
replaced or at least repaired so that totally up on their words then like
it's okay to slop and take a pause.'
they work properly.
you know?
Who is responsible for fixing our - And you know what else, like if
elevators and when are they going they don't even know they are doing
to be fixed? Does someone have to it. how do other people know they
get hurt before an effort is made to are doing it. Do you see what I'm
fix them?
saving here?
So. like, it is just a another
Sam Maples
Commonwealth Hall manner in which people can. you
know, express themselves as

1

—■

It is the clever man who. you
know, always has a word on. like,
hand when he needs it
People are almost always
encouraged to be. well, more
pragmatic. Luckily, you know, the
English language has provided for
like this chance. You know what I
mean?
So. you know, people should nol
teel kid when others criticize then
-.peech huliils
They. like, should try to correct
you or. like, cringe or something,
you know when someone used extra
words. Instead they should be like
impressed with the person who
takes the limes to think out what
they are saying, you know.
Like never feel wrong. You know
what I'm trying to say?
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People's right to speech shouldn't
Ik- hampered by like people telling
them the words they are putting are
IIMI much or wrong or something.
They nre like ulso given the right
Ui free Hptvch. OK?
And if we hamper this right to use
any and as many words of like any
sort a person feels is right then we
may lie like are hampering is right
to be. you know what I mean?
So, you know, it is all right for a
person to sort of like slop and sort
catch up with their thoughts.
It isn't a sign of ignorance or
laziness, like it's a sign of thought,
you know.
The people who fill their sentences
and speech and get a chance to stop
a second and like choose their next

We Want Yoti !

*****************

FOUND: In library. 1 earring.
Must identify. Inquire in
reference room.

creative, speaiung uuuiix.
And like if they want to fill their
speech with clutter, like they should
l>e allowed to. because, you know, by
pausing they are thinking and like,
by thinking they are forming, well,
belter :ienlences and like more
important sentences, you know?

words, you know, are probably very
articulate.
You see. it is just their chance to
be accurate, you know?
In fact, beginning in like the first
grade or so. you know, teachers
should teach their students this
handy language technique.
Never again would people be like
at a loss for words when they were
stumped on their thoughts, you sec
what I mean?
Children could be more certain of
what they were asking. "Where do
like babies come from, you know?"
Just to make certain everyone
understood, you know, you can just
ask. Do you know what I m saying?
And like that way everything is
clear and pragmatic, not cluttered
unnecessarily, afterall. you know
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People very often have a habit of
padding their sentences with extra,
unnecessary words, ya know.
Like, it's alisoluU-lv my higge.st
|M-t prove.
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Marriage is surprising
to say the very least
Dear Nina.
I can't believe that you and Steve
are getting married in January.
No one believes me when I tell
them that one of my old roommates
is getting ready to marry a minister.
I still remember our first year of
college when the two of you went on
your first date. I couldn't believe he
took you out for drinks and to see
Budyheat.
As an old married woman of
almost one year. I felt I had to give
you just a little bit of advice.
I really hate myself for doing this
because one of the things that drove
me crazy when Bob and I decided to
get married was everybody giving
me advice. Be prepared, because
everyone you know suddenly
becomes an expert on marriage.
II seems silly to say this while I 'm
sitting here giving you advice, but
don't listen to any of it. Just smile
and nod and let their advice go in
one ear and out the other.
No one can tell you what your
marriage will be like because every
marriage is different. And you can
make a marriage anything you want
to make it. from heaven to hell.
I know it sounds depressing when
you hear that half of all marriages
end in divorce. Just remember that
half of the people also stay married
forever.
Don't ever think that marriage
solves problems in a relationship. If
anything, marriage makes it harder
because of all the misconceptions
and pressures that go along with
marriage.
,1 know von
Homemaker and we would never
think of our husbands as our bosses.
But lots of people still think that
way. They have a way of making
you feel like you aren't a "good
wife" because you don't spend all
your time cleaning up your house or
because you don't fix seven course
dinners for Steve every night.
Don't let them bother you. Tell
them you're into "new marriage"
and let them draw their own
conclusions.
Another problem with marriage is
that people think it is easy. This is
a lie. Marriage is the hardest thing
I have ever done in my life. It
requires so much energy to keep
your relationship fresh. It's hard
because you depend on each other
so much, especially for emotional

My turn

Teresa Hill

support. It seems like there is
always something about your
relationship that you would like to
make just a little bit better. And
once you fix one thing, you think of
something else that could be just a
little bit better if you both tried.
It feels like you have to give so
much time and energy. It becomes
easy to forget what you want and
need because you 're only thinking in
terms of what the two of you want.
Don't ever forget to be Nina before
you try to be Steve's wife.
I know this sounds strange, but
when you first get married, you will
Kt all these strange urges to act
e a "good wife" and spoil Steve
by doing all the housework, cooking
all the meals, in addition to working
in the brutal world of advertising.
It happens to everyone because
people have been feeding this image
into our heads for years. Don't
worry. These urges will pass. The
only trouble is. after they've been
treated like kings, it is hard to get
them to realize that they can do
dishes just as easily as we can.
W*» wer#» hnth smart ennusrh to

the laundry and cook enough not to
starve, so they can't plead
ignorance. Work out a system where
both of you help take care of the
house and neither of you has to do
something you absolutely hate.
I have to warn you. Everyone you
see during the next six months,
including people you don't even
know who saw your picture in the
paper, is going to ask you how you
like married life.
At first it is not so bad. But when
you answer that question for the
50-billionth time you will be dying
to tell them to mind their own damn
business. I can't tell you how to deal
with this problem. I can only warn
you about it.
You also have to remember not tc
let the little things upset you. It is

What do you want for Christmas?
By K. Randall Yocum
Ted Tsiboukas, junior, business
administration, Lexington
Brenda, clothes, a brand new
'vette, and happiness and peace
throughout the world.
Charles Landry, sophomore,
computer science, Cynthiana
Landry

A Lambourghini.

Connie Russell, senior, business
management, Prospect
To be in People Poll because I am
a senior and to get into graduate
school.
Lark Layne Houston, freshman,
broadcasting. Winchester
A one-way ticket to Bangkok.

Russell

Houston

Hal Goode, senior, broadcasting,
East Texas
Front row tickets to Bruce
Springsteen.

Dawsinda Wiggs. sophomore,
foreign language, Owenton
Wiggs

To be serenaded at my window by
every fraternity on campus.

Carsey Henry, sophomore, pre-vet,
Louisville
A 4.0 grade point average, plenty
of beer to celebrate with and a date
with Brother Jed.

Dairen Richardson, sophomore,
police administration, Ashland
A happy vacation with my wife.

V

Henry

the time that I have spent with Bob
ha* been the happiest times of my
life.
I hope you can say that to me
someday.
GOOD LUCK!
Love.
Teresa

News
capsule
Powell to be guest
at special dinner

People poll

Tsiboukas

easy to let things get blown out oi
proportion. Before you blow your
stack because Steve just won't quit
throwing his dirty, smelly socks on
the bedroom floor, stop. Calm down
and ask yourself, "Is it really that
important?"
By the way. that old saying about
never going to bed angry is a bunch
of bull.
When you're sitting up yelling at
each other at 2 a.m. about whose
turn it is to take out the garbage,
go ahead and go to sleep mad. I
guarantee you'll wake up in the
morning and realize that the
garbage is not that important.
It is very important to find a
married friend to talk to when you
get really down on your
relationship.
I remember afternoons Donna
and I spent moaning and groaning
about little things our husbands did
that upset us so much.
"You mean Bob does that too?"
she'd say.
"Yeah. You mean Ned is like that
too?" I'd say.
•
It is so nice to realize that other
people feel the same way you do.
After we figured this out and got
to talk about all of the bad things
that were bothering us. we'd spend
the rest of the afternoon telling each
other how wonderful our husbands
were and how lucky we were to have
them.
I know this letter sounds a little
bit depressing to someone who is
getting ready to walk down the
aisle.
I didn't mean for it to come out
this wav

Richardson

A J.C. Powell Appreciation Dinner will be held in his honor AT 6:30
p.m. Dec. 13.
All faculty, staff and students are
invited to the dinner to be held in
the Keen Johnson Ball Koom.
The event is being supported with
private funds and tickets for the
dinner can be purchased for $7.50 at
the L'oates Administration Bursars
office.
Any voluntary contribution
toward a gift for the Powell's should
be payalbe to the J.C. Powell Appreciation Committee and sent,
prior tothe dinner, to the Alumni
Association. Alumni House 0932.

812 to graduate
this December
Approximately 812 students will
receive degrees this semester.
Those students will be not go
through regular commencement
exercises but instead will be
honored at a reception.
December graduates will be
allowed to take part in a reception
held at 7 p.m. Dec. 7 in the Keen
Johnson Building.
The candidates for degrees will, at
that time, receive a diploma cover.
College deans, department
chairmen and members of the
faculty as well as guests of the
candidates are invited to attend the
reception.
The candidates' degree diplomas
will be mailed to them.
December graduation hopefuls
may also, if they wish, participate
in the spring commencement
exercises scheduled for May 11 at
Hanger Field.

Students to sing
in sign language
About 50 students majoring in
special education at the university
are planning a concert of Christmas
carols to be performed in American
sign language.
The concert. "Songfest '84" will
be held at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the
Posey Auditorium of the Slratton
Building.
The performers will sign along
with taped music.
The students will joined by the
choir from the Kentucky School for
the Deaf in Danville.
The concert is free and open to the
public.
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Holiday season
full of history,
ancient beliefs

:■

A secret and illegal exchange turns a quick profit for a scalper

Progress pholo illustration/Sean Elkins

Scalping persists despite law
By Alan While

who intentionally, sell or oiler to sell

not usually investigate unless a re-

could organize ticket buying to pur-

DIHtTlCt tuuu a uUtfe Lewis
I'aisley of (.exington says he has not
seen his court jammed with
oftenders.
"We have some people arrested
periodically for scalping basketball
tickets." said I'aisley.
I lowever. he said in his experience
he cannot recall seeing anyone
brought before his court on charges
of scalping concert tickets.

Drougnc K> MniictfiitT L«(ui|iiaimiig 01 i ne puiinc to ouy Irom them to get
going to buy a ticket and having to Ihose "good" seats.
Jackson*Tour concert tickets sold
pay three times as much." said
for $30 a piece at the ticket stand,
l.indquisl.
I.indquist sijid that several years the face value of Prince tickets was
Sib and have reportedly lieen going
ago an investigation at the
university was started but he al scalper's prices ol S700 When
couldn't remember if an arresl was these prices ire considered, the price
ol tickets could become totally oul
made.
"Usually you are not seeing or of most consumer s reach.
Darrell Smith, owner of a local
hearing it," said I.indquist.
record store which also acts as a
Whenever there is an athletic
ticket outlet, said he did not believe
event in which the University of Ibis lo la- true.
Kentucky participates at Hupp
"We use the example thai five
Arena. UK police provide the
\ears ago albums sold for $7.!)!) and
security against scalpers, said
tickets for SM to 89. Today. albums
Humphrey.
.ife Mill S7.99 but tickets are $ 15 to
Humphrey said in the case of a '. sib." said Smith.
concert. Kupp Arena provides the
Smith attributed the increase in
inside and perimeter security but
ticket prices to higher costs of prosecurity does not overlap to include duction in putting on a concert.
checks for ticket scalpers.
I.ucas echoed Smith's l>eliefs but
How does the concert promoter pointed lo advertising as another
perceive
ticket
scalping?
major reason lor the higher tost of
"They are not a threat to me but
tickets today.
a bother to local residents." said
"Advertising
rates
have
Dave Lucas, president of Sunshine quadrupled in five years. That has
Promotions of Indianapolis.
to do something lo t he tickets, said
I.ucas.
I.ucas said that it is up to the ofMeanwhile scalpers continue to
ficials in a given area where scalp
ing exists to see that it is controlled
sell tickets at the inflated prices,
Another concern with scalpers is evi'n though t here is a law which lorthat, in the long run. scalpels will
bids the practice.
force up the overall price of tickets
"It is up lo the local officials to
It is believed that some scalpers enforce the laws." said I.ucas.

by Terri Martin
Staff writer
The Christmas season brings with
it many traditions.
The most prominent tradition
deals with the religious aspect of the
holiday or the birth of .lesus Christ
According to the New Testament.
Christ was born to a virgin in the
town of Bethlehem.
During the Christmas season.
Christians rejoice over this blessed
birth.
Aside from the religious
connotations, the Christmas season
also has many secular traditions.
Une of the most popular
traditions is the idea of Santa Claus
or Saint Nicholas.
Although there is no documented
evidence of a Saint Nicholas, be is
believed to have been the Hishop of
Myra.
•
This saint was transformed into
Father January
or
h'alher
Christmas in Germany.
This idea spread throughout
Kurope and reached America with
the settlement of Dutch Protestants
in New Amsterdam, which is now in
New York City.
In New Amsterdam, the patron of
Christmas was called Santa. Claus
instead of Saint Nicholas.

very new to Americans in the early
1800s.
In 1880, the Dorcas Society of
York, an organization which helped
clothe and feed the needy, used a
Christinas tree in a fund raiser. The
organization charged six cents per
person lo see a "fully decorated
(ierman Christinas tree."
In later years, the Christmas tree
gained
popularity
and
its
decorations became more complex
The first glass ornaments from
Germanv arrived in America around
1860.
The first tree decorated with
electric lights was at the' New York
City home of Kdward Johnson, a
colleague of Thomas Alva Edison,
in I KM.
By 1900. one in five American
families had a Christmas tree in
their home.
Two other plants have a place in
holiday celebrations.
The mistletoe tradition began in
Kngland.
The plant is probably named for
mislletan. a semi-parisite that is
found on some trees.
Celtic Druids regarded the plant
as sacred and used it in ceremonies
and rituals, claiming the plant had
romantic and fertility powers.

i ■ .urn ii HI in ism
ijfiristmus. a book published by
Our Sunday Visittir. tells a story of
three sisters who were all engaged
to be married.
Their poor father could not afford
to pay their dowries so their
weddings had to lie postponed.
According to the story. Saint
Nicholas, who was then the Bishop
of Myra. heard of the situation and
wanted to give the girls money
anonymously.
To accomplish this, he climbed
onto the roof and threw three purses
of money down the chimney.
The purses of money landed in the
stockings the girls had hung by the
fire to dry.
The most obvious tradition of the
holiday season is the Christmas
tree.
According to 77ic Chrislmas Trve
Hook by Phillip V. Snyder. the first
documented Christmas tree came
from 16th century Latvia and
Kslonia. which are now part of the
Soviet Union.
The tradition became very
popular in Germany and the first
Christmas tree in the United Stales
was decorated at a German
Moravian Church's communal
settlement on Christmas Day 1747.
The idea of a Christmas trie was

■j ■■■■*
e»n«sii«» «mu {UUi
si nod under it were considered fair
game for kissing.
' Another plant associated with the
holiday season is the poinsetlia.
This plant was named for Joel It.
Poinselt. a statesman and diplomat
lo Latin America, who brought the
plant to the stall's from Mexico.
Chrismas is celebrated in any
country in which Christians or
belieiers live.
This includes countries such as
Greece, France. Italy. Japan. China
and Kngland.
Some other countries observe
holidays which are similar lo
Christmas.
In Puerto Rico. Three Kings Day
is celebrated on Jan. 6.
On this day. gifts are exchanged
The gifts are said to be from the
three wise men or kings that
brought gifts to Jesus Christ.
Santa Claus is not mentioned.
Some countries, however, are
trying to end the observance of the
Christmas holiday.
In the Soviet Union.Christmas is
l>eing replaced by the Festival of
Winter and Santa Claus or Father
Christmas is being replaced by
Grandlather Frost.
Christmas is celebrated only by
groups of Christians living in the
Soviet Union.

i
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buyer si ill looks for a seal to the
show. What now?
To the novice concert goer there
seems little left to do but to go
home
Hill to the veteran of long lines
and packed concert halls, there lives
a convenient though somewhat
illegal alternative: the ticket scalper.
Scalping, usually the act of selling
li.inl in j'd tickets at outrageous
prices, hits a high point with the
performances <>f popular artists
such as Uruce Sprinsleen and
Prince-both playing in Kupp Arena
this month.
Today indoor arenas such as
Hupp Arena, where popular, soldout concerts are held, are proving to
be the stomping grounds for I he
get-rich-quick enlrepeneurs.
"It varies toward athletic and
entertainment, but we have them
here for just about every event."
said Hill Humphrey, director ol
operations at Kupp Arena.
The act of scalping tickets at
double, triple or sometimes
quadruple their face value infuriates
some while others view the selling
as pure free enterprise: an issue ol
supply and demand.
But Kentucky law sees things
differenllv.
KKS 51X1170 finds those guilty

I'aisley is just one of six district
judges in I.exinglon who work on a
monthly rotation within the court
system. I'aisley presides two
months out of the year over the
court that handles scalpers.
I'aisley said those found guilty of
ticket scalping have commiled a
violation.
Unlike a felony or misdemeanor,
a violation carries a maximum fine
of S'2r>0 and does not result in a jail
sentence.
Here at the university, scalpers do
not seem to IK- digging in on the
concourse of Alumni Coliseum or in
front of Hangar Field plying their
wares.
"We really don't have that many.
We do not have events that you
couldn't get a ticket for anyway."
said Tom l.indquisl. director of
public safely.
I.indquist said that his office does

Depression can Finals week can bring stress
wreck holidays
by Terri Martin
Staff writer
Everyone has been depressed at
one time or another in their life.
According to Calvin Tolar. a
couseling psycholigist at the university counseling center, depression is
a mood disorder.
"A person's mood is down." he
said.
"They feel discouraged or
worthless."
According to Tolar. depression
may occur in a variety of depths of
severity.
"There's a difference l>etween normal depression and psychological
depression."
Normal depression is short in
duration. A person feels down, but
gets over it on their own.
Psychological depression is much
more severe.
"Depression
is
ordinarily
associated with repressed anger or
feelings of guilt." said Tolar.
"People turn anger inward."
According lo 'llw tHttffnosis ami
Munugemenl uf Ht'/imniun by Dr.
Aaron T. Deck, psychological
depression can be identified by
many symptoms
Emotional symptoms include a
dejected mood and a negative self
perception. Crying spells and a loss
of sense of humor are common.
Some common physical symptoms are a loss of appetite, a loss of
sexual energy, sleep disturbances
and faligability.
Other indications are an increased dependency on others and
escapist desires in which a person
wishes Ul leave his established
lifestyle and lead a more exciting life
elsewhere.
According to Tolar. the normal
type of depression is common
among students.
He gives many reasons for this
"Sociologically, adolescence is

determined by whether or not the
person is dependent or independent
of his parents."
According to Tolar. many college
students are still dependent on their
parents.
"This increases conflict for the
student." he said.
Tolar said age is also a factor.
"Adolescence is a time of trauma
and stress."
He added that personality traits
of some college students may eventually aid in causing depression.
"Most college students are more
serious minded, more perfeclionistic. and more self demanding
than college-age students who chose
not to attend college." he said.
"They tend to set their goals too
high."
Failure lo reach these goals can
lead lo depression.
■According to Tolar. wise parenting can help prevent depression in
children.
"When a child is young, parents
should teach them how to think
more realisticly and how to handle
depression."
"People depress themselves." he
said.
Tolar disagrees with the idea that
seasonal changes cause increased
depression in some people.
" I f a person has a depressive personality, depression can occur al
any time."
He added that the memories
associated with holidays might add
to depression.
"Depression is associated with a
loss or a memory of a loss." he said.
'' Perhaps holidays remind people
of their losses."
According to Tolar. depression is
treatable through the use of an
tidepressants or psychotherapy.
Some severely depressed people
fail to take advantage of available
help.

By James Morris
Staff writer
Even though semester finals
are coming up. there is no need to
gel in a fluster. Relax.
Several problems occur during
student preparation for final
examinations but according lo
Calvin Tolar. director of the
university counseling center,
stress is one of the most unnecessary problems a student can
have.
"I think in general it's important to realize that stress is self
produced. Finals don t cause
stress." said Tolar.
Tolar said all students do not
react to finals with stress,
therefore it cannot be said finals
produce stress.
"Stress is a result of how a
person looks at a situation, what
a person is internalizing about an
event. They are telling themselves
all kinds of things that are not
true, such as 'the whole world
depends on this and if I don't
make it it will be the most horrible thing in the world. " he said.
By doing that. Tolar said
situations become more impor
tant than what they need to be.
and so the person creates stress
for himself.
"In a nutshell it's basically
making the situation too urgent.
It's not nearly as urgent as many
students make themselves
believe."
He said a student can be totally prepared for a test through his
studying and still that student
can create a stressful attitude
about the teat and nol do well
However, usually this is not the
case.
"Generally the person who is
well prepared is the person who
has already learned how to budget
time and to prepare well. They
then do well." said Tolar.
One other factor in student final
exam anxiety is that some people
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Students' energy can 'fade' from intense finals week study
do nol take tests well, according
to Tolar
"A lot of people can write
papers well and do class work well
but when it comes down to taking
tests, especially the more standardized lest, they don't do well, they
have a history of this. ' sajd 'I olar
This problem again arises from
the student placing too much
emphasis on testing, according lo
Tolar.
Too much emphasis causes a
student to be unable to relax and
concentrate on the test itself
thereby causing poor performance, said the counselor
"One sabotages oneself." he
explained.

Tolar called this problem "test
anxiety" and said it can be dealt
with, by causing the student, to
realize be is letting irrational
emotions
hamper
his
performance
But if a student wants lo l>e
prepared for any lest, be it a final
exam or a regular semester test,
he must search for and establish
his own study habits that fit him
best
"1 think a person is going to
have to struggle through this
business of learning how lo find
one's own way to master material
and to know whut he or she is expected to know on tests, he said.

However necessary a student
may feel about test achievement,
one caution must lie presented is
the use of over-the-counter pep
pills

These- pills contain caffeine in
amounts of 100 lo 200 milligrams,
the equivak-nl of two cups of
brewed coffee, according to
material from Student Health
Sc rvues
Gibb's nakl that such medications give the delusion a person is
making progress, however, what
a person thinks that he gains by
'the initial vivacity is lost with the
overwhelming fatigue that
follows when the drug's elfects
frazzle.
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Organizations

Council
holds
service

Religious club
holds worship
for its members

By Scott Mandl
Staff writer
While many of the student
ministries at the university arrange
special programs to celebrate
Christmas, one group has celebrated
the upcoming holidays with a
service to bring all of the student
ministries together.
The Student Christian Ministries
Council held its first Christmas
Candlelighling Service Monday in
the Meditation Chapel.
The service was open to the entire
university community, according to
Kay Thorp*', chairperson of the
council.
>
Student Christian Ministries
Council was created as a
representative body for all the
university ministries.
According to Thorpe, the service
began in silence and everyone was
given a candle as they arrived
Shortly after 8 p.m.. the biblical
account of the Christmas story from
the hook of l.uke was read followed
by singing of Christmas carols by
those uttending.
A speaker then gave a short talk
after which the service closed with
u lime of prayer.
This service replaced the
Christmas party sponsored by
SCMC last year in the Keen
Johnson Building.
■

prompted the ehange in format
since last year.
"The $50 rental fee WAS a lot of
money for a group like ours." said
Thorpe. "We also wonted to focus
a little more on the worship aspect
of Christmas."
She said she hopes the services
will become an annualevent looked
forward to each year with the same
eagerness as the Madrigal Dinner
and the Hanging ol the tireens.

officially recognized as a university

Student
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Kay Thorpe reads during candlelighting
organization.

She said the group has worked on
several projects such as cosponsoring "Christian Unity Week"
held this fall and organizing a
canned food drive for the needy at
Thanksgiving.
"We want to promote unity
among the Christian groups on
campus, which in turn will increase
visibility." said Thorpe. "We want
In promote Christianity in the
iimt'oruil V ' Minmimit »

more flexible altitude." she said. "If
this could happen, groups could
have more of an impact. We're
hoping to get more involvement
from all the campus ministries."
Thorpe said presently o-ily about
hall of the ministries are currently
active in SCMC i.nd she hopes this
will improve.
Past chairperson of SCMC. Brad
llarlow. agreed the group is just
getting started.
"There's a long road to go." he

By Deborah Patterson
Staff writer
On each Wednesday night a small
group of eighl to 10 people known
as the Canterbury Club gather for
food and fellowship.
The Canterbury Club is a campus
religious organization funded
primarily by the local Episcopalian
diocese.
However, according to Marc
Vance, president of the Canterbury
Club, even though the group is
lunded by the Episcopalian church,
everyone is welcome at the
meetings.
"It's funded by the Episcopalians
but it's interdenominational. We
aren't prejudiced. We're pretty
small, loo. so we can use all the
people we can get," said Vance.
The group meets at 6 p.m.
Wednesday nights at the Christ
Episcopalian Church. The group
first eat a meal, which one of the
group members prepares, and then
has Bible study.
"Everyone shares in making the
supper. Someone does it differently
each week. After we eat we have
Bible study for a half hour and then
we have service." said Vance.
Vance said the "service" is one
open lo all members of the Christ

a couple of people came and went
Now there's a couple of deaf friends
that my girlfriend met and they've
become involved." said Vance.
Vance said he's "not sure" how
the deaf members understand
what's going on during bible study
He said he thinks they probably can
read lips and just pay attention to
what others are doing.
Vance, a senior from Versailles,
said he hopes the Canterbury Club
can increase their membership and
their activities in the future.
"My trouble is I have major
pressures with school. This is my
fifth year and I need to get out. I
happen to work at McDonald's, too
That takes up so much of my time
it's almost impossible for me to get
anything going with the group,
said Vance
Vance said next semester he plans
to quit work and he hopes to have
more time for the club.
"I hope we can get more
involvement. Everybody seems
happy enough but we don't really do
a whole lot besides our Wednesday
nights. We're all friends outside the
club but most our religious
activities
are
confined
to
Wednesday night." Vance said.
According to Vance, the
r*- .. - -..I

>

Campus clips
Begley opened

may accompany those eligible but
school-age children ma> not use the
facility
For more information, call the
Division ol Intramurals at 1211

The Division of Intramural
Programs will leave the Begiey
Building open during the following
holiday dales: 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. from
Dec. 17 through 21 and from 1(1 a.m. Manager needed
to 2 p.m. on Jan. 3 and 4.
These facilities will l>e open for
Anyone interested m serving us
students, faculty and staff with manager for Ihe vursilv Colonels
current identification cards which basketball team this year •■luiiilil
must lie shown to enter the facility. conlucl Coach Mus timid at _'IJ:1
Spouses and out-of-town guests
Financial an! will be awarded for

i his posjt ion

SPJ/SDX
The Society of Professional
Journalists Sigma Delta Chi invites
all members to the Christmas party
at h p.m. on Dec. 6 at the home of
Dr. I.ibby Kraas.
r'ood and drink will be provided.
For directions lo the Kraas home
or tor more information, contact
Don l.owe at 5134 or Dr. Kraas at
IKK5.

SPECIAL BUY!

KELLY'S

Sweetheart Roses

Florist & Gift
Shop

$5.95
a dozen

823 East main Street

Fri. & Sat. only

623-4998

CRSH AND CARRY!

The pizza you've always trusted for consistent
quality taste is now the pizza you can trust for

•m

Eastern
By-Pass
Richmond, KY

raws
f
0

CaU 623-22S
teW
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to order, ■^
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PIZZA HUT DELIVERY SPECIAL
Coupon Expires 12-14-84

$1 OFF ANY SMALL PIZZA
$2 OFF ANY MEDIUM
PIZZA
$3 OFF ANY LARGE
PIZZA
\jQyNAvMSb any other offer

'(«£-£&

Valid for Oallvery Only

T

ni..l. -.

t.inplu uml -•

rest ol tne church came to our Mouse.
"That just didn't work for some
activities but I think they feel they
would be intruding or something." reason so we don't have the house
anymore. That helped us feel unity
Vance said.
A yearly activity of "the I guess because we could meet at
Canterbury Club which Vance said the house.
he personally looks forward to is the
"Everybody, when we started
club's retreat at The Close coming down to the church, were
campground in Pulaski county just 110 percent behind us backing
"way back in the woods."
us up." said Vance.
Basketball
When asked if the Canterbury
"It's really nice. Everybody really
A mandatory meeting for ull likes lhat. We get away from Club hopes to obtain their own
teams interested in playing campus and we Bible study and just house. Vance said the chances are
intramural basket ball will be held at retreat." said Vance.
slim.
9 p.m. on Jan. 9 in the (irise Koorr
"That's pretty much out of the
Vance said although the
of the Combs Building.
Canterbury Club is a small group, question. Its been discussed and
I ii ■ I a n 11 fees are due no later than" membership was even lower al the tne people who would fund it. UCM
1:30 p.m. on Jan. 11.
and everyone else, said it wouldn t
first of the semester.
For more information, call the
"It was down to four (members) be worth the cost for the use it
Division of Intramurals al 1244.
at the beginning of the semester and would get." said Vance.
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Jennifer is a junior majoring in elementary education. She is modeling a sweater bv ORGANICALLY
GROWN' . and jeans by ZEN A' .'
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(Promotional Considerations By: WENDY'S. BLUE-GRASS COCA-COLA, LONG JOHN SILVERS
*
J. SUITER'S MILL MR. OATH'S. CREATIVE ARTS BY SHERRI. MADISON FLOWER SHOP
RICHMOND BANK. C 4 H RAUCH JEWELERS. WESTERN STEER & THE COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY.!
*
Application* for CLASSMATE OF THE MONTH are available at Studio 27.
ORGANICALLY GROWN' and ZEN A are registered trademarks.
Sponsored By:
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SHOPPERS
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Student begins
equestrian club
at university
By Sherry Kafienbarger
< 'ruiiiii/iiiiiin-. editor
A new sports club has been
initialed through (he university's
Division of Inlrumurals and the lone
club member. Sabina Oldaker. is
making a great thawing at area
COUeglate horse show competitions
Oldaker. u freshman from
("rest wood. s;iid she has participated in shows sponsored by the
Kentucky Hunter and Jumper
Association since she was in fourth

Group
honors
grades

"Most shows I "ve Ixvn in are held
anywhere from
Indiana
to
Nashville. Oldaker said. "I've also
shown in Florida before.

regions.
The university is included in
region MX with such schools as
Middle Tennessee State University.
Morehead State University,
University of Tennessee. Midway
College and Southern Illinois and
Oldaker said she has enjoyed
meeting new friends from many of
these schools.
Although Oldaker has been
offered a scholarship to attend
Midway College by competing on
the school's equestrian riding team,
she said she plans to stay at this
university and build the equestrian
(lull here within the Division of
I nl r a murals

"I've shown horses before, but the
intercollegiate competition is new to
me." Oldaker explained.

"I want more people who know Mi ml it •. .iiin | .itiiixi.i Chi Alpha 'i ait i nt/ gathered with othei f in <-k
,eel Chi '
i . , '.'"'. Students iang to members ot ilv
how to ride or have experience, to
get on the team." she said.
iln Mt.li h.i'f

This semester, Oldaker has shown
for the university in meets at
lliawassee University in Knoxville.
Tenn.. last month and at Morehead
Stale University on Dec. 1 and at
Midway College on Dec. 2.
She said she presently holds the
highest amount ol points in the area
intercollegiate competition through
her placings in these meets.
Points are awarded tor lop
placing* and ihese numbers are
accumulated over the various meets
I o (It'll rmine I hi' hii'h n#»inl uinnnr

Riders are required to supply their
own riding clothes, but at each of
the meets riders must ride a horse
supplied by the university which is
hosting the competition. Oldaker
said.

Club stresses friendship

An entry fee of $6 is required to
participate in each class.
This university presently has no
horses, but Oldaker said the
university's Division of Intramurals
may sponsor a competition in the
spring.
Alil
u IMA^I.,., :.j _i

By Becky Clark
Staff writer
Fellowship, friendship and love.
three things thai make a human
being more whole are aims of the
Christian Student Kellowshin

college or one that they would like- On Dec. 5. the club will be visiting
to have someday."
Willis Manner nursing home in
Anyone interested in attending a Richmond to spread the holiday joy
meeting should meet at the Daniel for the elderly.
Hoone statue at 7 p.m. Wednesday
And finally Christmas caroling
llll'hl Hide* will !>.. ........;.l...i
'
■
i
* ■

share the common love for Cod and
friends.
"We want lo reach oul lo the
people on campus thai don't have a
meaningful relationship with Jesus
and to bring people closer together
in order to find friends." said Susan
Marlin. vice-president.
The club strives for Imiuling the
members with (iod. and one way
they try lo do this is through iheir
weekly meetings al 7 p.m. on
Wednesday nights. These meetings
consist of a Bible study where they
study parts ol the Scriptures and
discuss how they were related to the
lime they were written and how
they relate now.
The meetings lake place in the
home of one of the members of Big
Mill Avenue Christian church, ihe
club's financier.
"A home selling is what we like,
said Joe Whiiakcr. associate
minister ol Big Hill Church. "We
take our students into the Christian
home. Sometimes as many as 70
students mingle throughout the
house. We hope lhal it helps them
to remember the Christian home
lhal lhe> left before thev went to

club has grown not only in number .
but also in its activities. Besides the
weekly meetings there are Friday
night socials which consists ol a
food gathering at a church
member's home. A hayride is
usually held once a semester and
retreat are also take to a camping
area or resorl clone lo the
community.
Besides improving their activit ies
program, the club has also changed
with the nation.
Whitaker has been involved with
the club since 1969 and according lo
him, he has seen a lot of spiritual
changes take place on campus as t he
changes takes place throughout the
country.
Whitaker says he feels lhal al this
lime it is very encouraging lo have
this many students involved and
lhat it helps a small school s
atmosphere.
For Christmas the members wish
to spread the Christian belief
throughout ihe community. They
will participate in the student's
candlelighling service on Dec. .'I al
the Meditation Chapel which is tor
all campus ministries.

grade.

over three snows, winch puls her
five points over I be 27 needed to
qualify for the regional*.
The regional contest will be held
in March at the Kentucky Horse
Park in Ix-xinglon. according to
Oldaker.
Then.
a national
competition will be held for
qualifiers Irom each of ihe nation's

■,«ti H-3 lUUllUlllg 111

• brents, .sue IUIU sue puLs a lot ul
time into the sport.
"It's a lot of work keeping up with
it. It's kind of like basketball
practice if you don't keep up with
it. you don'i do as well." she said.
"It's worth all the fun and
excitement and competition." she

added.

Rush to be held
for Greek groups

i
I

As the end of I he semester draws
near and classes are wrapped up.
some students are thinking about
their Christmas holiday vacation,
but many of ihe university s
fraternity's and sororities are
planning spring rush for next
semester.
Sorority open spring rush will
begin on .Ian 21. according lo
Nancy Molt, assistant director ol
student activities.

•4:
♦
■t:
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Singin' for the season

This year a ceiling has l>een placed on membership in sororities, so
some sororities will not conduct a
spring open rush.
Mm the fraternity rush will begin
on Jan. H, said Molt
Some fraternities are holding
pre-rush activities this semester.
"Since we have an open concept
in our fraternity rush, they do that."
said Moll

....... ....

■• ■

i
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i
11 stems that the whole purpose
ol the club is lo enhnnce the love .of
• nit! and tor fellow human beings
and lo help students feel at home
Most of the members all agree lhal
I hey joined the club in order lo
make Iriends and to rebuild their
relationship with (iod.
I wanted a closer relationship
wilh ihe l.ord and more Christian
Iriends." said Norms Casey, a four
year member
The club encourages involvement
and offers a place lo gel away Iroin
campus.
By having our meetings in a
church member's home we provide
the Students with a chance lo gel ofl
campus. He think lhat is
important.' said Whitaker.
Whitaker
said
be
wants
Richmond lo be remembered lor
more than a town wilh fasl food
restaurants and bars for the
students. He said he thinks thai the
Christian Student Fellowship could
help in lhal aspect.
"Families also live here and »••
raise our children here." said
Whitaker. "Thai is what we want to
be remembered for.

By Sherry Kaffrnbargrr
Organizations editor
Delta Tau Alpha, an academic
honorary for students majoring in
agriculture and horticulture, has
combined its interests ibis semesiei
to concentrate on
service.
Community and educational
projects
According to the club's president,
.1.1) Mullins. a senior majoring in
technical agriculture, the club
conducted a service project this
semester by collecting TIUI
aluminum can labs lor a person on
a kidney dialysis machine.
Mullins said the club emphasizes
participation in a certain amount ill
service projects.
Mcmlicrs also donated .100 to I In
I 'iiitetl Way of the Mluegrass earhei
in the semester, said Mullins.
I- lie, In lit s for Dellau Tau Alpha
requires that a student complete at
least 12 hours in horticulture or
agriculture classes, according lo I )i
Dwighl Berkley, chairman of the
Department of Agriculture and lite
group's faculty adviser
In those classes, a student must
maintain at least a 3.0 grade point
average and at least a 2.5 grind
average accumulative. Barkh s
explained.
A membership is also olfcred l<
students pursuing an associali
degree in the agriculture 01
Students are required Incomplete in
hours in Ihe needed courses
Since I he initial ion ol Ml membei s
ibis fall, Ihe honor,ii \ s nienrln i ~lnp
has risen to approximately '12,
Barkley
said
the
club membership does not simply tonsisl
of agriculture anil horticulture
majors, but also sludcnls studying
biology and pre veterinary studies
who have completed the required
amount of hours in the fields.
"They gel enough courses
eventually thai they can lie in Delia
Tau Alpha." Barkley said.
A bedding plant sale is being
organized for the lund raiser foi
nexl spring, said Mullins.
A former horticulture student ill
the university will be contracting
plants as the students buy started
plants, finish them out and sell them
for club funds to send delegates tc
the ii.ilion.il convention in the
spring
Mullins said he has enjoyed his
involvement wilh the honorary.
"I enjoy being around people in
my major. We have nut-lings once
a month and I see people I here I
don l usually see," he said.

Sunday Speoa: All You Can Eat Spaghetti S2 79
Everyday Soup and Sandwich S3 SO

51 00 OFF Small Pizza
52 00 OFF Mediurr Pizza
53 00 OFF Large Pizza

FREL Delivery

Pizza

Spaghetti

Lasagn.i and Sandwiches

Captain D's

! BUTTONS ! 4 Can Eat For $6.
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MAMA LEE'S PIZZA
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228 S. Second St.
Richmond
Pizza Power Time 4-7 p.m. Daily
Frosted Mugs S(k
Pitchers $3.00
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Album Or Cassette
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Hafiee^r

• 1 Page Resume Typeset
125 Copies onto Resume Stock

(50%, Ivory. Grey. Tan or While)

BACON & EGO BISCUIT,
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Arts/Entertainment-

Exhibit
shows
labors

U> Bob llrrron
Arts editoi
Tin- student art exhibit now being
shown ui i hi- Giles nailery is one
lhal
hus
l he
accent
on
cotnmercialily.
Much ol Mrha) is shown is I he
design nf logos for either a
restaurant. a mackvup company or
personal logos.
Saying i his show is commercial is
not saying thai it isn't good. The
logos arc lun lo look at and
entertain I he eye. hot the beat work
is (hiii which doesn't resort to
commercial tastes.
This show also has something
i ii.ii ihi' oiher show s have lacked: u
sense ol humor.
Kevin (irimm's airbrush titled,
(hit' Mini's Flooris Another Man's
Ceiling, is humorous in a slapstk'k
way.
tiriinni also uses wordplay lo
.make liis I'lpr Dreams fineuiul 'Inn
work, and his work entitled Spare
■ linn is humorous with a satirical

bent,

It

BFA program
leads to study

AMI , CJAN :

, V ' 13
The American Depot' shows endangered species

Progress pholos/Lisa Frost

Review

Grimm also has a Imoklci of
cartoons, some which have been
leal mid in i he likes ol The Eastern
I'rogn «» anil dorm life manuals.
I'ain Kstep also list's humor in
many
ol
her
works.
Her
photographs ol the Sensous Veugh s

is by far the best. Her rendition using watercolor and acrylic is actually drawn on rice paper.
Clements also was u little more
abstract than the others. With her

".•in in iiietaiMiiiiiiiiig, .tuiiimrs
ii ili Thumb.
Hesides these and her Self
I'nrlmil. Kstep mostly displays her
talents as designer. Among the
main lliings she has designed is a
logo lor the tennis learn shin, an
Alpine ski shirt anil the design ol
different cuds anil gill wrapping
paper lor different occasions.
Benin \\ right offered the exhibit
I he best drawing.
This was his work entilled\/< liitn lun Iti Hilt-rim; which also
won al the KIKA Kducational
I-. xhiliit. This draw mg has fine lines
and is \ i'ii delaihil
\ not her
rendering W right has done is 'The
\nirii,iiii Depot which Features a
depot lhai has become unkempt in
l|s da\ s ol unuse
Many of the artists placed a work
ol poster art in the exhibit usually
unnounceing the exhibit, but the
./u/M>fii se I'nslrrUx Cheryl Clements

■ ■.,,.. ,m,. ,„ ~ .,n ,i larger scale with
design and color.
Jamie Jarvis exhibiting work
tends lo rely more on design logos
Her three paintings, Trnnlrun
Siileriew and Baekview are
interesting and funny.
Her metalsmithing ol I he Hipper
Series is also humorous.
Hick I. Mickey's painting ol
llm er doing Hume is also lunnx.
The view is from the inside ol a
trunk ol a car The hood of the trunk
is up a little, but si ill tied down with
a rope.
Mickey's architectural design of
I he solar home is well done, but his
two licsl works are I'hr Risun which
is part of the endangered species
Miics. and the photograph (mil Ii
Mark Mcl-erron also uses humor
in his work The painting of the
nuselmll (>'.n/ is funny and sal irizes
id one ol America s favorite
pastimes.

By T. Klnine Baker
Staff writer
While many students are deciding
how to make the most of a neverlong-enough Christmas break, a
handful of graduating art majors
are preparing to say good-bye to the
university as they enter the "real
world" of work and job hunting.
These students are graduating
from the university this December
with Bachelor of Fine Art IBKAl
degrees.
"This is a professional degree and
a very intensive program." said
Richard Adams, chairman of the art
department.
These students are art majors
who usually apply for acceptance
into the BFA program their
sophomore year. According the
Adams, they must also decide to
specialize in one of six areas:
Ceramics. Design. Jewelry and
Metalsmithing,
Painting.
I'rinimaking, and Sculpture.
The students must have a
portfolio and a 2.5 cumulative grade
point average with a 3.0 in all art
classes to be accepted into the
program.
Adams said these BFA majors
must also take basic art core classes
such as ART 101 Drawing. ART
103 - Design. ART 330 •
I'rinimaking. ART 390 - Art
History and ART 499 - Senior
Kxhibition in which seniors must i
'"■"••"'
nd •"■ ni •*-."-i-

and he is specializing in industrial
illustration.
"I've always been fascinated with
machinery and engineering. The pay
is pretty good in that field, loo. '
said McFerron. who has been at the
university for four years.
McFerron's long-range goals arc
more independent ones.
"I hope lomake it as a free-lance
illustrator and maybe even have my
own company someday." he said.
Adams said the job market looks
good for these fall graduates, and
many already have job offers.
"These students must be top
quality people and they shouldn't
have any problem gelling jobs."
said Adams, who added that around
95 percent of the university's BFA
graduates have been placed in the
job market.
Another senior who will he
graduating with a BFA is Jamie
Jarvis from Ashland.
Jarvis said she hopes to be a
graphic designer for an agency' and
to do free-lance work after
graduation.
"Someday I'd like to be the art
director for an agency." she said.
Both Jarvis and McFerron said
they chose art as their majors
because they had always been
nterested in art and had always
enjoved it.
I knew I had I be capability and
that il was something I could do.
~n»i \!*-l'.,rrim
. .fc- . ..

muuub . ^. ..„,
...ii ,,,.
lv>
graduating with a BFA, said he
hopes to work in the industrial area

interested in placement and layout
design.

Auditions set for play

John Glenn in 3-D' shows astrona ut

Auditions for Tintypes,the university's first production to IK- performed next year, will be held at 7:30
p.m. Jan. 7 and H in (Jifford Theatre.
The musical focuses on America
at the turn of the century using the
music of lhal era and characters of
that time.
"I'm looking for five talented and
versatile people.
said Homer
Tracy, director of Tintypes. "The actors change characters practicallv
every minute.
The play takes a look al America
before the first World War through
ihe eyes of the different characters
of that time, which include: Teddy
Roosevelt. Anna Held, the Ziegfield
Chorus girl, a Jewish immigrant, a
domestic worker and Kmma

the actor at age 14 in junior high
school and put Dillon in "Over
the Edge" (1978) as a tough
street kid. Several top flight
roles followed, with Dillon
becoming a new symbol of
teenage rebellion in "My
Bodyguard," "Little Darlings,"
"Tex," "The Outsiders,"
"Liar's
Moon"
and
"Rumblefish." But in "The
Flamingo Kid," there is a ri£w
Mall Dillon to be discovered.
Sure, he's still a legend in his
own neighborhood, but he's a
rumblefish out of water with a
flair for comedy and a crush on
shapely newcomer Janet Jones.

(■oldman. the anarchist.
"So these five people together and
their story is told in either song,
mime, ailing and sometimes all
three.' said Tracy.
I'eople auditioning will In- expelted to sing their best song, the
one lhat best shows their vocal ability and they should be dn
•• for
movement.
"It is not a big dance show, the
movement should not let that scare
lhem off from auditioning because
I can adjust the movement lo fit
their abilities." said Tracy.
Tracy said lhal people auditioning could also expi it to read some
scenes and perform some mime.
According lo Tracy, il is a show
that has an ensemble feeling lo it.

In Love," and Jessica Walter (as
the status-conscious Mrs.
Brody) is best remembered for
asking Clint Eastwood to "Play
Misty For Me."

Director Garry Marshall
shoots for the stars
For director Garry Marshall.
"The Flamingo Kid" is a
comedy right up his alley.
Known for his knack with
youthful casts of hit TV shows
such as "Happy Days" and
"Laverne & Shirley," Marshall

"Dance Fever" star in
major film role

Matt and Janet — a breath of fresh air.

A NEW MATT DILLON...ON THE MOVE
OK, smart guy! What would
you do if you were Jeffrey
Willis? It's your last summer
before choosing between college and jobless oblivion. Now
comes a summer dream job at
the ritzy El Flamingo Beach
Club, a luxurious haunt of the
New York rich absolutely dripping easy money and overrun
with beautiful girls. You rub
more than shoulders with a
gorgeous blonde coed visiting
from California, you are taken
under the wing of the Club's
resident "get-rich-quick" artist
and, suddenly, college is coming in a very distant second.

So, in September, what will it
be? For Mall Dillon as Jeffrey
Willis in Twentieth Centurv
Fox's "The Flamingo Kid," the
decision won't be easy.
Everyone has an idea about
what he should do with his life
— and they're ALL wrong.

Although he is only 20,-Mall
Dillon has starred in eight films
since a casting director found

Hair for comedy

•

As the bright but less than
"Easy Street" smart Jeffrey,
Mall Dillon takes on a role
tailored to show the talented
young actor in a new light.

sV

' *^J
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Matt Dillon is " The Flamingo Kid.

The tall, sunny blonde shines in
her first major Film role after
brief appearances in "One
From the Heart" and "Grease
II." A veteran at age 22 of five
seasons on TV's "Dance Fever"
team, Janet Jones will follow
her role in "The Flamingo Kid"
by starring in the eagerly
awaited film version of "A
Chorus Line."
Also starring is a seasoned trio
of top performers. Richard
Crenna (as slick sports car
dealer Phil Brody) recently
made his mark in "Body Heat"
and "First Blood," and will
soon reteam with Sylvester
Stallone in a second "Blood"
called "Rambo;" Hector
F.lizondo (as Jeffrey's concerned father) was last seen in
the hilarious "Young Doctors

Shapely newcomer Janet Jones.

guides "The Flamingo Kid" on
the heels of his first hilarious
feature, "Young Doctors in
Love."
For a dash of summer in the
dead of winter, here comes
"The Flamingo Kid." Your last
days before college were never
this hot and bothered.

I in- Fastern Progress, fhursday. [)i ■

Departments
deserve praise

Artist
started
early
By l.ucy Bcnnrtl
Copy •■iliinr
K. Carroll Mali-, a professor nl an
al ill!' university, said his lair as u
I cache:- may haw been sealed wa)
hack when he was a young lio\
"ADParcnllv I was headed for
leaching when I was fairly young
My nirkname in grade school was
'•professor." joked I lair. lo
He said parl ol the reason ftir the
nickname could lie altribuled t<• his
appearance and demeanor.
"I had very I hick glasses. I liked
lo read and I liked to use bin
words." he explained.
I laic grew up in Lexington, where
his interest in art was spawned
while hanging around the art
department ai the University ol
Kentuck>.
He said he had been "lorn"
between majoring in anthropology
or art, liut ;ui art professor at I'.K.
named Raymond Barnhart helped
him make up his mind.
"from the time I was !( vears old
forward I used tu come over to his
office on Saturdays and Sundays
and clean the hrushes and act us
kind of a young apprentice." Hale
said.
Hale attended l<exington Catholic
High School. His ethnic background
is composed of two \erv "Catholic"
origins -• Irish and Italian. ■lust 17 when he graduated from
I.cxington ('athnlic. Hale t hen s|>ent

computer radar sj stems.
I'rom 1959 to 1902. he attended
U.K.. attaining his bachelor's degree
in just thru' years. Hale said he
accomplished this by. taking classes
days, nights and in the summer.
During much ol I his t ime. he said
he was the department assistant,
the night art librarian and held
down vuiious part lime jobs.
After graduating, Hah' then
married his wile Marsha, also ol
Lexington, and moved to Baltimore
where he taught art for one year in
the Anne Arundel school system
and then three years in the
Baltimore city school system
During this lime Hale also
all ended the Mar) land Institute ol
\rt win re he received his master's

Progress photo/Rex Boggs

E.C. Hale works on a art project
' I believe you should be aware ol
of fine arts in studio art and was
your roots, as they say.
he
named the institute's outstanding
explained.
student in 1966.
Three of IIale's children. E.
Prom 1967 1969. he taught art at
Carroll III and I wins Marsha
Pembroke College, now a university,
McHride and Cecilia are presently
in Pembroke. N.C.
students al the university and
Hale said he finds it "easier
another daughter. I.aura, will enroll
teaching! on the college level, but not

"I vc never had to tiike a gun off
a student since I started leaching on
the college level," he said
"Al the first school I taught
at ..Ihc kids broke most of the
windows out iM'lore it even opened
Alter I left there. I heard that a kid
ran down the hall with a :tx firing
shots into the ceiling." he said.
Despite incidents such as these,
Hale said he enjoyed living in
Baltimore.

"Being m the Baltimore area was
kind of interesting. If I ever had lo
leave here I'd go right back." he
said.
Hale said he came hack to
Kentucky because this is his home
and because he wanted his children
lo grow up near their grandparents.

.11
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otherwise known as "Spitlcr.
1.1
months, is a little young for classes,
said Hale. He calls Patrick his
"surprise."
Hale
said
his
primary
responsibility in the art department
here al the university is sculp! lire
"Sculptors are the artistic jacks
ol all trades A sculptor has to have
familiarity with jusi about any
process you can name in art." hi1
said
In addition, he leaches drawing
through the graduate level
aesthetics and art criticism and art
phologruphv.
II.ik- said
his interest
in
photogruphv began while he was in
the Air Force, where he often hung

oul al a photo hobby shop.
"When I teach photography I
stress I he technical side of it as one
important element of Ihecourse, but
image, composition and creativity
are Ihe Other sides of it." he .said.
Hale is a member of the faculty
senate and serves as the vice
Iimi a| I lie local chanter of I hi'
nr
-......

a cantor,
minister
Church in
active in

•-

As the end of the semester blues
push me even further to I he edge, it
Stage Left
may be time to reflect.
The theater department opened
its season with a Shakespearean
play Tht Tempeal.
The play had a large cast and set
and a vocabulary which required
i;oc"l diction.
The actors, however, did not let
Ihis intimidate them and the play
was a huge success.
Bob Herron
According lo Bill Logan, director
of The Tempett, he was iold the set
designs ol Miehnel Viinderlivl, who
was the largest ever built for the
alsnst.ivcll.il I hi-IllllVel'-Il 1 III hold
university's stages. The man
a seminar lot the gmplui id i: u
responsible for the set was Keith
class
Johnson.
The art produced ill I he univ ■-■ i
Another first was the musk of.
Michuel Webb, who wrote the" tv was also shown in I hi I.null v ail
show and I lie sludenl ill -how.
original composition for the play
which is conic, oil llou
The second play produced for the
The onlv disturbing I lung .ilionl
university was. Ague* of God.
Ihe art show, is I he crowd response
With this play, the theater depart
inent showed that they could read to them \i evii v opening "I an e\
Inliil. except loi I lie I nil. nl .u I
to smaller production.
• how. mil) .i -in,ill cloud iimlil l,i
But. just because A/fnen of (1ml
wrest led awnv hoiulhi >>•■•■ ■ I
was not a large production doesn't c.ioipus
■
mean it was any easier.
Kven more disturbing i' thiil
This play only had three roles and
each of Ihe characters just appeared ntany nl ibcsiuilenls • ui v ev eil in HI
informal poll conducted recentl\ do
and disappeared, seemingly at will
not know wherethetiili-stiallerv is
The playwright gives no stage
located
,
-4
direction in the play, so it was up In
This is disappointing but il
Hichard Benson, the director of the
students would lake ihc tune lo
play, to use the actors at his
walk lo the .lace I
Clllllpls'll
discretion.
Building
and
view
one
arl
exhibit,
Becuu.se of the way the characters
they would lind how interesting 11
enter and exit the sluge. Keilh
could be.
Johnson was put to tusk to design
and light a set which would suit the
needs of the play.
It is not lhal ihe theater department has nol pui on irood jiroduc-

Seminar

in mudr*

■

lector and Kucharistic
al St. Mark (fatholic
Richmond. I Ic is also very
Boy Scouts and is the

secretary ol the Blue Grass Council
Catholic CommilU
n Scouting.
"I'm probably the world's oldest
second class scout." joked the
professor
Mule said he tries to v isil a lew
public school each year
' I like to know what's going on
I here liecause that's where our
students come from." he explained.
"We have the best overall art
facilities in the state, and I'm proud
!• be parl of that. That's not
hoostcrism; I happen to believe
thai, he said

in both the plays they chose to per
to?in and in the way they decided In
perform them.
The arl department, because ol
1 he many shows I hat an' exhibited,
cannot have students show then
work every lime.
So, il is up lo a committee lo attract arl exhibits lo the university.
This semester there were live arl
shows held at ihe university. tiach
one was unique.
Barbara-Ann Carver -Hunt s wood
sculpted gales and the I.at in
American prints exhibit were held
in conjunction with Latin American
Culture week.
Probably the biggest exhibit lor
the semester were the graphic

iU Utf lltflU
I he liuivi T'-llv Will lllisl 1 1 -111111.11
Is Ihe elicits ol music in lllcrep)
|>r. Arl hut V\ llarvev. prolessot
■ ■I music, will pri-scnl the work -hop
which will begin al H;.'WI II III mi I hi
I I. The workshop will 1M- held ill I In
Perkins liuilding
Vmong ihe programs nllcred are
'Musi.' and the Bruin. ■ MUMI
Thercpv.
"Music ami < 'on
siioiisiicss
and I he Tiled
ill
Noise. Sound and Background

Music'
A registration lee "I * •'•■• "ill l»
charged, and six ti nl hs ol one con
1 innini; i-duc.it ion unit ' ■ 1 ■ COHI.M 1
hoinsi are -iv uilnhle

O'Rileys Pub,
Midstate Distributing
And
WKQQ.FM

Present

ONE BIG FINAL PARTY!
Friday, December 14

G^ *$l.00 Pitchers
V*
• $1.00 Well and Call
s>
• $1.00 for 2 High Life
• Q-Bird will give away "Albums and T-Shirts

WKQQ Live Broadcast
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Sports

Dayton
76-55

Parris leads Colonels

victors

By Jay Carey
Sports editor
Don Donoher's University of
I >ayton Flyers overcame a one-point
halftime deficit to defeat the
(nlnnels 7645 at Alumni Coliseum
Tuesday night.
11 was the first home defeat of the
year for the Colonels, who defeated
Kentucky State Saturday evening
82-73.
Against II). the Colonels built a
7-2 lead before the Flyers came back
and took a H-7 lead on a turnaround
baseline jumper by forward Dave
Colbert.
Colbert, a 6-fool-H. 210-pound
junior from Cleveland. Ohio, was thegames leading scorer with 21 points.
With just over 13 minutes in the
half. Kenny Wilson scored his sixth
|>oinl of I he game for the first of six
firsl half tie scores.
The last tie score of the game
12(1-201. came with 6:0K remaining in
the first period.
I (avion scored six quick points
before ihe Colonels could claw their
way hack into the game to take a
33-32 halftime lead.
"We didn't feel very good at
halftime. despite the fact we were
ahead, we didn't feel we played very
well." said Colonel coach Max Good.

Progress photo/S

John Primm scores against Kentucky State
The Flyers shot close to a school
record percititnue from the field in

"During that stretch they hit very
well :ind we had n «l retch whuw we

tnt v otoneis com in< OIK WIN over
K Stale, was held to only 10 points
by a stubborn UD defense.
Parris and Wilson, the Colonels
two leading offensive weapons for
the Colonels, were both held to over
nine points below their 19.3 scoring
average going into the game.
Moth are now averaging just
under 15 points per contest.
"I just thought we missed an
awful lot of shots." said Good,
whose team shot a pitiful 33.3
percent from the field, compared to
MI

less than the school record of 77.3
percent from the field in one half
The Colonels closed the gap to
five points. 50-15. on two free
throws by freshman Kobby Collins
with 12:20 remaining.
Hut the Flyers reeled off 14
unanswered points in the next five
minutes, putting the game out of
reach, with a 61-15 lead with 7:10
left in the contest.
"We had some opportunities to
knock down some easy inside shots,
but we just didn I do it." Good said

can we do in the second half -- but
t hey shot the ball very well."
liut in the second half. UD came
out of the lockerroom in a flurry,
scoring eight unawnswered points
t hat paved the way for a nine point
Flyer lead with 15 minutes left in
I he contest.
"Frankly, in the second half they
shut the basketball very well." said
(Sood. "They really showed a lot of
poise and composure. They came
down and ran their offense well and
KM some good shots."

Dayton's 59.2.

MTSU wins in three OT's
By Jay CareySports editor
Middle Tennessee linebacker Mick
Mat his prevented fullback Jim
l.dw.iids Irom scoring a two-point
conversion, preserving a 12-11 triple
overtime win over Indiana State
The victory advanced MTSU to
the semifinals in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Division I A \ playoffs. The Blue
Haiders, now I i 2. will host
Louisiana Tech Saturday.
Middle jumped to a 210 first
quarter lead over Indiana Stale, but
t he Sycamores came back to tie the
game at 21-21 at the end of
regulation.
Both teams scored touchdowns on

• f

.

12-yard passes in the first overtime.
as it ended in a 28-28 deadlock.
The Sycamores pulled ahead in
the second overtime period with a
10-yard run before MTSU tied the
game at 35-35.
In the final overtime. Gerald
Anderson scored on a 1-yard run.
and Kelly Potter s kick gave Middle
a 42-35 lead.
But Indiana Slate scored its last
touchdown ot the season, before
faking a kick and the holder threw
to F.dwards
Senior tailback Vince Hall, who
rushed for 200 yards when Middle
defeated the Colonels in the first
round of the playoffs, broke the
NCAA playoff rushing record w ith

223 yards on 29 carries.
I .i HUM.urn.i Tech, now 9 I. handed
top ranked Alt-urn Stale its first
defeat of the season in a lopsided
victory. 44-21.
The Hulldogs travel to Middle
Tennessee in one of two semifinal
games.
M' ml .in.' Slate shut out Arkansas
State's offense as the only points
Scored by the Indians were two
interception
returns
lor
touchdowns.
Montana State won the game
31-14. selling up the other semifinal game with Khode Island, who
defeated Richmond 23-17. The win
lifted the Khode Island Hams to
10-2.

Mr. B's
Rock-n-Roll

By l.isa Frost
Editor
Tony Parris said he just tries to
do his very best every time he plays
basketball.
The sophomore guard for the
Colonels doesn't appear to be out for
glory, but he does want to win.
"That's my goal for every game,
to win. And I try to give all I can
and to do the best I can." he said.
Parris must do exactly that. Last
year he was an "overwhelming"
choice for OVC Freshman and was
the nation's top freshman scorer.
When the Colonels defeated
Kentucky State University last'
week, he led the team to the victory
by scoring 32 points.
j
Parris is modest when it comes to '
awards. He said he doesn't pay'
much attention to them. But his •
smile gives him away. He must be i
very proud of his accomplishments, j
The Chattanooga. Tenn.. native;
graduated from Kirkman Tech High!
School where he was a consensus j
All-State performer.
Parris said he chose to attend the
university because "of the interest
they showed" in him.
"They paid more attention to me
than other colleges, and I felt like I ;
was wanted here." he said.
"Plus it was important to me that
the coaches here care if you go to
class."
Parris said education is his most
important interest.
"I may not be able to play
1
kctb^U ' mi."ht tret hurt or

*
Parris said he had been playing
basketball since he was very small,
but it was in the ninth grade that
he realized "I was pretty good at it"
and began to devote time to the
sport.
In high school he played every
position. "They don't have many
big guys in high school, so you have
to play everything."
However, once he got to college he
used his i .ili in to shoot and jump to
secure a position he said he enjoys
as guard.
Parris is known for his "46 inch
vertical leap."
"It just came naturally." he said.
"Hut I'm sure glad it did."
Parris. who is undeclared, said college has been an ndjustment for

Tony Parris lays up another basket
. him.
He said he has learned to organize
his lime and lo spend time with his
classes.
He also admitted that sometimes
the pressure of basketball and
classes sometimes gets to him.
"There have been a few times
when I just wanted to pack it up
and go home." he confessed. But he
made it. He said his mother is his
biggest supporter and she
encouraged him to stay.
Parris said Colonel basketball has
helped his game and has helped him
become
"100 percent more

aggressive on the court.
He said he had no particular
rivals, but said he was looking
forward to playing Morehead State
University.
"They are good, but they brag. I
want lo beat anyone who brags."
Parris said he enjoyed the games
more when he had fan support. "It's
always nice to hear fans cheering. 11
really helps."
He said was glad fan support was
up this year because it means he's
accomplishing his goal. The
Colonel's are winning more and
more.

He's been chased, thrown through a window, and arrested.
Eddie Murphy is a Detroit cop on vacation in Beverly Hills.
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Opens Wednesday, Dec. 5,h at a Theater Near You
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Three straight wins ups
Cottle
picked
AII-OVC
Lady Colonels to 5-1
By Mike Marnee
Staff writer
Dr. Dianne Murphy's women's
basketball team improved its record'
to 5-1 over the past week with
victories
over
Dayton
and
Southeast Missouri Slate.
The Lady Colonels defeated the
Dayton l.ady Flyers rather soundly
last
Wednesday
at
Alumni
Coliseum. 72-59. The Lady Colonels
gradually built on their lead, and
Dayton never led in the game.
The Lady Colonels did not shoot
well from the field. They connected
on only 28 of their 79 shots for 35.4
percent. Guard I^ori Hines was
stone cold, hitting only two of 16.
However. Murphy was pleased
with the fact that they shot the ball
as much as they did. She said she
wants them to put up at least HO
shots per game, and she hopes the
team doesn't stop taking their
shots.
Murphy also said she feels the
Lady Colonels "made up" for their
poor shooting with good rebounding
and a strong transition game. They
In-ill Dayton in the battle of the
boards. 57 to 46. led by Tina Collie's
20 rebounds.
"She could've had 30." said
Murphy
The game was very physical from
beginning to end. at times

resembling a good dogfight in the
free throw lane. Murphy said thai
although the Lady Colonels were al
a disadvantage in size, they
responded well, compensating with
quickness and scrappy play.
Lady Colonel scoring was led by
Shannon Brady's 19 points. Coltle
followed wilh 16. and sixth woman
Marcia Haney. a senior guard, had
the hot hand, hilling six of nine
from long distance on the way to 14
points. Six-fool-five junior Theresa
Yingling led the Lady Flyers with
21 points.
In the first game of Saturday's
doubleheader. ihe Lady Colonels
had serious trouble wilh Southeast
Missouri Slate In-fore hghling them
off lo win. 70-64.
The Olahkians led throughout
most of the first hulf. and nearly
eight minutes had expired in the
second half before the Lady
Colonels got the lead they would
keep until the end.
Once again, the Lady Colonels
were plagued by poor shooting On
this night, they were 29-for-73 for
39.7 percent. Southeast Missouri
shot 44.H percent from the field.
Despite leading the learn in both
scoring and rebounding wilh 15
points and IK reliounds. Collies
inside shooting was the most
obvious feature of her game.

Holiday Classic sees four teams
game Friday night against a Mid''
They have a big team and an
American Conference school
experienced team, he's had some

By Jay Carey
Sports editor

"Tl

i in-- H.fki-ml in tin liuiil iioiiuu.
( lassie
according to women's
basketball coach Dr. Dianne
Murphy.
"We have four very talenlexl
teams playing, and it is right before
final exams, and I can't think of any
better reason than to slay here,
study and come to the games on
Friday and Saturday.'
said
Murphy

.1".

n

I
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Kent Slate.

^

"We lost to Ihem about lour years
ago up there in their tournament.
but we haven't played them since.
she said.
"Hut they have a very good team.
they are well coached, very well
disciplined, and are fundamentally
sound.''

Western Kentucky, the odds-on
The lourney starts Friday • favorite to win the classic, will open
evening as Western Kentucky plays the tourney against Duquesne
"I don't know what you can say
Duquesne University at 7 p.m . with
the Lady Colonels slated lo play about Western Kentucky.'' said
Murphy. "They're ranked in the top
Kent State at 9 p.m. on Friday.
The Lady Colonels will put their 20 and have an excellent basketball
5-1 record on the line in the second
team.

i .

i

,

~l... ir.1.

Murphy said she hopes the
student population will stay in loun
and support the Lady Colonels
"The two home games we played
al 7:30 we've had great crowd-., the
student*- have IMI-II super and it really made ;> difference - it s made
a difference in how are kids played.
she said

FamayNW
at ponderosa.

Cottle.
a
recreational
programming major, contributes
much of her successes, both on
and off the court, to Murphv
"Coach Murphy has really been
supportive of me in academics as
well as in basketball She in
always there read> lo help
whenever I need it." said Coltle
A
big
part
of Collie s
outstanding performance can Inaccredited to her family
"My family is really close anil
very
encouraging
and
inspirational lo me. I really miss
them a lot when I am al school,
said Collie.
When Cottle is not busy wilh
basketball, she says she enjoys
playing volleyball, listening to
jam and just spending time with
her family and' friends
When
she gels on
the
basketball court, she said she
tries nol to let the pressure gel lo
be so much that she can't have
fun.
"Sometimes I am UNI hard on
myself and expect perfection:
then I am'disappointed when
things do nol turn out jusl ihe
way I want them to.
■-'I-1-, miui f«.u/ .o*rni*w I haVI'
otrcli ......... ii.M)*j
,.
unhappy wilh my performance. I
am finally starting to loosen up
more and enjoy il more and things
are starling lo get belter, said
Collie

llurph)

"If I could give advice to any
young woman wanting a i-ollege
baskelhall career. I would
definitely stress academics
Natural ability and hard work are
the keys, but long after a college
basketball career is over it i-> the
college education thai lasts." said
Cottle.

Tina Cottle
close second." she said
Miami is a long wav

from

sense

202 Water St.

ht

"When* I Started looking at
(ollegis my senior year. Fastern
was the only one that really
stressed academics more so th.ni
the sporls program, und I was
impressed by that." said Cottle
Also, added Cottle, "my old
high school coach knew coach
Murphy, so I guess lhal had a
little something lo do wilh it

relMHiniler She is one ol our
captains this year and her
leadership ability is evident on the
eourl She also has a tremendous
amount of natural ability and is
a siiiier assel to the team." said
In high school Cottle was very
a< live in all tvpes ol sports. She
played basketball, soft ball and
volleyball and also ran track lor
Coral Gables High School in
Miami. Fla.
Basketball has always been
tin favorite, but vollevball runs a

"It's ihe last tune we plav before
Ihe students go home.
said
Murphy. "It s a chance to si-e a ver>
good basketball tournament and
some verv talented teams.'

~iaiG

pONDEfcOS

Richmond, and Coltle said she
misses her family but knew she
wanled lo go away to school

By Theresa Smith
Staff writer
When university women's
basketball player Tina Cottle firsi
started playing ball, all the- other
kids used lo laugh al her.
"Way back in sixth grade I
started playing basketball with
the guys and two other girls
They used to laugh and make fun
of me liecause I was so much
littler than them, but their
leasing just encouraged and
moth ated me lo do better: now I
can laugh at them." said Collie.
The leasing must have paid off.
Al 6-fool-l. Cottle is nothing to
laugh at. The 22-year-old senior
co-captain is averaging 15.2
poinls and 9.5 rebounds per game
in her second year of playing fulltime for the Lady Colonels. In
addition. Cottle was the second
highest vote gelter on ihe preseason all Ohio Valley Conference
team.
When asked how she feels
.ilioui this honor. Collie jusl
smiled and said. "It feels good,
bul il is just a pre-season poll. The
season is just starting and who
knows how things will go."
At :i record of II. ihe team
seems to be off to a prelty good
start
Coltle attributes this
impressive beginning to the fact
that there is a lot of talent on the
team "The overall team has
about two completely different
line ups i.h.ii can go in at just
about any given time: variety and
In-shness an- what keep us
going, said Collie.
.According to coach Dianne
Murphy. Coltle is a major
contributor to the team.
Tina is an excellent basketball

She shot 30 percent (six for 201.
and most of her shots came from
wilhin the free throw lane.
Murphy seemed upset with the
Lady Colonels' play, despite the
win. She held a closed-door meeting
after the game that lasted almost an
hour.
Later, she said. "We did nol show
up mentally ready to play.'' The
team had not practiced well the day
lief ore. she said, and she had a
feeling that trouble may have been
ahead. She added. "We can IK- a
very good team when we're ready L0
play. *
"We didn't play a lick of defense.
Murphy replied when asked about
the Lady Colonels sluggish first
half play Of the low shooting
percentage, she said the team can I
shoot well when ihey don't run wilh
the ball, something they did nol do
against the Olahkians Hut a win is
a win. and the Lady Colonels arcstill undefeated this season al tinColiseum.
The annual Colonel Holiday
Classic will be held this weekend at
the Coliseum. In Friday's first
round action, lop 20 team WesU-i n
Kentucky faces Duquesne «>i 7 p.m
followed by the game between Kent
Stati- .old the l.ad> Colonels. I'la\
begin- on Saturday al 3 p.m. wilh
Ihe consolation game, followed bj
the • hampionship game at 6 p.m

623-4567
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Colonels claim
all conference
championships

Colonels lose
in first round
By Jay Carey
Sports editor
Despite losing in tin' first rourfd
)l the National Collegiate Athletic
\-MKiulion s 2H-U-am volleyliull
ItlnyoffH. Dr. Geri I'olvino deems her
11 Mms your H success.
The l.ady Colonel spikers won
their fourth consecutive Ohio Valley
Conference title two weeks ago and
became the conference's first
representative to the NCAA
tourney.
The Lady Colonels lost in the first
round to a University of Tennessee
team which had defeated the Lady
Colonels earlier in the year at home.
UT won the playoff match in their
hometown in three games. 15-2, 15-6
and 15-9.
-'
"We were disuppointed because
we fell we could have and should
huve played them much closer."
said Polvino.
The Lady Colonels were ranked as
the number eight team in the South
Region the last four weeks of the
season, but the UT Vols were
"consistently ranked three or four
all year." she said.
Tennessee won the South Eastern
Conference championship by
defeating
a
highly
touted
University of Kentucky team, and
won the SEC's automatic bid to the
playoffs.
"They have been to the NCAA
championship playoffs for four
straight years - that was a little bit

of a factor." said Polvino. "This was
our first year and the first time for
many teams its not unusual to get
kicked out that first round.
"It was a nice crowd, and they
had put a lot of work into the poster
and displays -- as soon as you
walked in you were kind of
consumed by it all." said Polvino.
But she said she feels the
atmosphere did not affect her
team's play.
was very pleased with how we
started the match." she said. "We
were doing things very aggresively
and were doing the things we asked
them to do."
But the Lady Colonels had
problems with one rotation, said
Polvino. "And I wish we had that
one rotation back.'
"Tennessee is the kind of team
you must play with - we don't have
the firepower to try to catch them."
The Tennessee Vols will take on
Texas in the next round of the
playoffs this weekend, with the
winner of that match to play the
winner of a match between Duke
and UCLA: the second ranked team
in the nation.
Only one player from this year's
Lady Colonel team will not return
. next season said Polvino. but she is
a "very critical person - the quarterback of our team."
Polvino said senior Charlotte
Oillespie, who won the OVC all four
years she was a Colonel volleyballer.

Today is the 30th Thursday that an
edition of The Eastern Progress lias
Playing
come out while I have been on the
staff, and during that time I've
the field
learned quite a bit out the internal
workings of this place.
There are quite a few dedicated
people Who work extremely hard
throughout the year to try and
provide a service to this campus
community.
Jay Carey
A service which I feel is not
appreciated but greatly needed -that is to keep the campus won the women's 5.000-meter race,
community informed.
while Joy Hodge broke the tape in
But I feel safe in saying that most the men's five mile run.
Then the football Colonels
of these hard-working, dedicated
and sometimes foolish individuals clinched the OVC crown with a
who put together this paper every 48-38 victory over Morehead Slate.
Roy Kidd's Colonels were the only
week are filled with holiday cheer,
now that they are through with conference with only one OVC loss,
and that was to Middle Tennessee's
paper until next vear.
Blue Raiders, who defeated the
But now I II get off my soapbox
Colonels in the first round of the
and get back to my sportswriting. Divison 1-AA playoffs and are still
So far this semester there have in contention for the national title.
been four Ohio Valley Conference
The
only
other
OVC
championship contested during the
chamDionships decided.
First, there was the men's and fall semester is in volleyball, and Dr.
women's
cros3
country tieri Polvino's squad won that title
championships at Arlington, which two weeks ago.
The Lady Colonels traveled to
were both won by coach Rick
Knoxville. Tenn.. to face the
Erdmann's teams.
Tennessee Vols in the first round of
Freshman sensation Chris Snow
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association's playoffs and were
defeated in three games.

Progress photo/Sharee Wortman

Charlotte Gillispie, left, sets for teammate
has been nominated All-American.
"But we have a very able person
stepping up to that position in
Kathy Brett." Polvino said. "And
Kathy had an outstanding match
against UT. she had a .455 hitting
average against them."
Polvino said she feels confident of

her teams chances of repeating as
the OVC champs and gaining
another bid to the NCAA playoffs.
This years OVC title was the 11 th
conference title in the Colonel
history. And Polvino coached the
team during all 11 OVC title-wining
years.

IL

Minnr lt*anii£* hall nlaisar t&tumc tr\
>

ay nuoert n. Mdormack
Staff writer
"The biggest thrill in my life" is
what Joe Hoskins, 26. a senior
marketing management major from
Falmouth, called his first hit in a
professional baseball game.
Hoskins' story about how he
became a professional baseball
player for the Montreal Expos' farm
team is a unique one. He said he
never faced a fastball faster than 85
m.p.h. in high school at Onedia
Baptist Institute, nor while he was
in college at Clinch Valley.
Hoskins played both baseball and
basketball while in high school, but
on the collegiate level at Clinch
Valley, he said he devoted most of
his free time to basketball.
"I used to pick girls up for a date,
take them out. and drop them off at
12 a.m. and shoot 'hoop' outside
until 2 a.m.." he said.

nosKins collegiate round ball
career came to an abrupt end when
he quit the team after a disagreement with the team's coach as to
which position he would play.
Hoskins said he wanted to play
outside and handle the ball instead
Of playing around the liasket where
most guys liloolti and 215 pound'
play.
Hoskins udueo the emphasis at
Clinch Valley was on athletics, so he
tried out for and made the baseball
team but saw limited action,
because the coaching staff and the
student body didn't like the fact
that he quit the basketball team.
"1 was drafted because the pro
scouts saw that I had good size and
speed and they saw that they can
teach anybody to hit. I was drafted
as a shortstop." said Hoskins.
In his first year Hoskins hit .315.
He said he started to get

"cocky "and thought he knew the
game, but later realized he didn't.
"I met Ted Williams and got to
talk to him and that helped me a lot.
The first year I was thrown in the
game with six others drafted from
the north to battle for playing
spots." he said.
While playing with the farm team.
Hoskins said he showed he had the
speed and the arm to play the game,
and in his second year his batting
average increased to .329. But then
his troubles started.
"I started to have shoulder pains
and the cold Canadian air made it
worse. You're only as good as you
play and if you don't play everyday,
you're of no use to anybody." said
Hoskins.
"It's easy to see why there's a

Student Special
$1.99 +*»
With Student ID.

Colonel's
Corner
:
298 S. Second St.
623-0456

! Buy 12 or 15" Pizza
Get 2-liter Coke
!
FREE

problem with drugs in professional
sports, especially in the minors,
because up there each day could be
your last. It's looks so easy on TV.
but it's entirely different when you
step into the batter's box." he said.
After his third year. Hoskins was
released from the team, but he had
no bitter feelings about the team or
the organization that ran it. He said
that he would have liked to have
played a couple more years. In the
last month of his professional
career, he hit around .333. Hoskins
still refers to the team and
organization as "classical" and
"well-run."
At the university. Hoskins is an "
Resident Assistance for the fifth
floor of Palmer Hall, and to stay in

Two Tacos
Mexican-American
Restaurant

with choice of
Rice or Beens

1

srrape he lifts weights six days a
week and plays volleyball.
Hoskins said he also likes to play
softball. but said a lot of former
professionals consider it a "step
down."
On the wall of Hoskins' room are
posters of Julius Erving, "Dr. J."
and Larry Bird, which remind him
of his love for basketball. Also on
the wall, is a signed Montreal Expos' pennant signed by his former
teammates.
"My hero and idol has always
been Pete Rose, ever since high
school, because he's the greatest."
said Hoskins.

volleyball OH on WBmt, aim BROt
was to make the playoffs.
All the alKive efforts should be
applauded, as the Colonels continue
their domination of conference
sports that began last year when the
university won both the men's and
women's conference All-Sports
trophies.
I believe the Colonels are well on
their way to another championship
year in the OVC.
So I'll take this time to wish you
all a Merry Christmas, a Happy
New Year, and of course, good luck
on your finals.
See you next semester.

(EurmrB Music Hfflnrlfc,
136 W. Main

0
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Guitar Strings •'*
2 For The Price of 1
m

Good Thru 12-14-84
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First and Water Streets
Good Thru 12-11-84
With Coupon

Hull's Upholstery & Drapery
Smtktn lilli Plaza

T. BombadiVs
The Finals Place To Party

eJfc

Good Luck and
Merry Christmas

If you're looking for a practical way to
fight inflation, don't throw out that worn
out couch
or choir
you ve become
ashamed to let people see in your
livingroom. G«t your horn* set for "indoor
living" with a new look from Hull's
Upholstery 6 Drapery Ask about our new
window treatments featuring Cornices,
lambrequins. Mini Blinds as well as Swags
* Casades. let us help you to that
beautiful new look you want. Whether its
o room or your whole house, expert ad
vice is only a phone call away.

-aKEYPUNCH OPERATORS

Towne Cinema

Main St.
623-8884

STARTS FRIDAY!

OPENINGS AVAILABLE DURING THE CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAYS FOR EXPERIENCED KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
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in his first motion picture
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Give her the best holiday gift in sight.
Complete Vision Care

APPLY NOW AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATION
HIHlNt SQUARF (U S 7* "ORTH)
BEREA.KV 40303
(606)906-4930

Let Forget Me Not Flowers Provide You With
Excellence In Floral Design & Service.

(24 im

131 North First Street

NOW HIRING!!!

Would Like To Thank You For
Your Patronage This Year.
"Have A Happy Holiday Season
& We'll See You Next Year!"

PRINCE
PURPLE RAM
ACAVAlLO.RUfTALOaiKlFARGNOLIPTWJuction
APOLLONIA KOTERO • MORRIS DAY- OLGA KARLATOS and CLARENCE WILLIAMS III
Original Songs Composed and Produced by PRINCE
Written by ALBERT MAGNOU and WILLIAM BLINN
Produced by ROBERT CAVALLO. JOSEPH RUFFALO and STEVEN FARGNOU
Directed by ALBERT MAGNOLI

Eye Exam-Glaucoma Check-Fashion Frames
Contact Fittmg-Bauch & Lomb and
Extended Wear Contacts
'
ALL IN STOCK

Vr. WJt Isaacs 1>.C£. Vats
228 West Main
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
'VoWntonfn'
8:30-5.00
Mon-Sat.
623-335^
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Aspirin stops
many ailments

Rarkinc, tickets
exceed $36,903

I casually eavesdropped as the
two women discussed their health.
"Can't you take aspirin?" queried
one.
I knew of course she would
answer yes. as only a tiny
percentage of the population cannot
lake aspirin.
But it was with the next question
that I really perked up' my ears. "It
doesn't make you tired, does it?"
Now this would truly be an extraordinary person if she asnswered
yes. for aspirin just does not make
people tired. Although aspirin has
a few adverse side-effects, fatigue is
not one of them.
Aspirin is a terrific drug. Hecause
it doesn't require a prescription it is
often thought of as little belter than
candy. But is has multi-faceted
mechanisms and purposes. Aspirin
is anti-pyrelic. un analgesic, and
unit-inflammatory.
Now what do these lerms mean?
Being an anti-pyretic means
aspirin works against fever. This
instead of having chills and then
burning up. aspiiin keeps the
temperature more nearly normal.
With a viral illness ihis may be tjie
most — and perhaps only — helpful
treatment. With a bacterial
infection, like tonsillitis for instance,
aspirin will make one feel much
better until the penicillin (or other
antibiotic) starts working.
Second function: analgesic,
meaning aspirin takes away the
pain or discomfort. This is where
aspirin is often maligned, for of
course it may not relieve all the pain
with only one pill: anymore than the
first penicillin pill kills all the germs,
or a single birth control pill prevents

By Don Lowe
Managing editor
Finding a convenient place to
park on campus isn't always easy
and according to Tom Lindquisl.
director of the Division of Public
Safety, this may be the reason many
of the parking citations are written.
Lindquisl said, however, Ihe
number of citalions has decreased
over the past few years.
"One reason is that we have been
able to make visitors more aware of
the temporary stickers." said
Lindquisl.
He said lhal in the past eight
years the citations have decreased
considerably.
One of the biggest causes for
citalions, according lo Lindquisl.
has been cars that are not officially
registered with the university.
"Currently, about 50 percent of
the citations are written for
unregistered cars," he said.
"However, that has gone down.
"At one time aboul two-thirds of
the citations were issued lo
unregistered cars."
Lindquisl said other than vehicles
with no valid permit, he sees no real
standout problem with parking at
the university.
"The citations are there or they
are not there," he said. "It depends
on the various factors involved such
as how long leave you car illegally
parked.
"The chances are fairiy good and
a number of violators do gel by
without receiving a citation."
The dollar amount of citations
seems to be remaining fairly stable
in the past few years.
According
to information
nl.tM,,.,.,! from Tr.« Oi""-i»" „f

at three to four hour intervals. Hut
no matlerTiow often taken, aspirift
is not addictive.
People often say they hale to lake
medicines when they go to see a
physician. The obvious question is.
'Why are you here then?" as mosl
physicians treatments involve
taking a drug. Taking aspirin before
making a trip lo the doctor will
often preclude other medicines, as
well as the trip. This is very important out in the real' world where
every doctor's visit will cost at least
$20. Why not try two aspirin first,
almost no mailer w hat the problem.
Aspirin has very few dangers.
People with arthritis often take
12 aspirin a day for years without
any problems. I n fact aspirin gives
a warning signal when the dose is
becoming too high. This is tinnitus
or a very fine high-pitched ringing
in the ears.
People sometimes complain about
aspirin bothering their stomach. For
some people this is true. But taking
it with milk or other food may
alleviate this problem. There are
some coated brands ot aspirin, sucn

as Ascriptin. These are more
expensive, but they do usually prevent this stomach acidity.
There are legitimately u few
persons who should not take aspirin
— those who have had ulcers or who
are on blood thinners. But especially
among the student clientele this is
a very small number. And in infants
and little tots Tylenol is recommended over aspirin for fever or
pain. This is because of the
possibility of aspirin making worse
a disease called Reye's Syndrome.
But again this in not applicable to
adults and thus is irrelevant to most
students.
Now
so
far
Tylenol Something -fishy
Progress photo/Sean Elkins
(acetaminophen) could have been
substituted for either of these Cled Fnley. a |umor geology md|or from Manthestei prepares to dissect a
aspirin functions. And whichever pt<rth in hei zoology lab class Fmley made sun this one didn t gel away
works belter for each individual is
the one that should be used.
Bui the third mechanism is unique
to aspirin: this is its antiinflammatory property.
Inflammation is red holness. irritation, swelling, l-'or instance if you
play loo much tennis and your
elbow gets very sore^ stiff, and
Progress staff report
who would get credit." he said.

RHAs plan merger
after reorganization

Arthritis has a large inflammatory component and thus aspirin
is the first-line drug against it.
Motrin, Advil. Tolectin and on and
on are all anti-inflammatory drugs.
Thus aspirin is the lowest dose
medicine in this category. Take
aspirin, always accessible, when
your achey joints start acting up.
So if aspirin is so all fired good,
why is it an over-the-counter drug:
in other words, why isn't a
prescription required to buy il?
Perhaps this is one of the last few
good deals left in this country.

Residence Hall Association votea in
their joinfe meeting Monday to
merge the two organizations.
According lo Ken Kearns. incoming Men's RHA president, the move
was made to provide a more efficient
form of residence hall government.
Keurns. president of the old Men's
Inlerdormilory Council, said in the
past the two organizations would
conflict
"One would would be working on
an open house proposal and so
would the other and opinions would
vary and there were problems with

problem's.
"Also it is hard lo work on a project using co-leaders."
Kearns said mosl other universities have just one residence hall
association for Imth sexes and that's
where the university got the idea.
The move was made after a new
constitution was written for the
organization which changed ihe office and requirements.
The Council on Student Affairs
will review the merger in a meeting
Thursday lo consider the proposal.

Allen to be honored at library dedication
Progress staff report
A portrait of Dick Mayo Allen, a
former librarian at the John Grant
Crabbe Library, will be unveiled
during dedication ceremonies for the
Dick Mayo Allen Room. Dec. 8.
The library's auditorium. Room
108. was designated ihe Dick Mayo
Allen Room by the Board of
Regents in April, in order to honor

I Women'* & gtris' pantyhote.4 patrm&r$3
I Women's leather tri-compartment handbag $12
I Gift boxed calculator wallet $10

the former librarian.
In addition to the portrait, bronze
plaques have Inwn placed at ihe Iwo
entrances lo the room following a
resolution for the memorial which
was endorsed by members of the
library staff.
Allen, a native of Preslonburg
and an alumnus of the university,
came to the Crabbe library as

■ GirV patent handbagi S2
■ Matching dutches *6

HIGHWAY 25 - SHOPPERS VILLAGE
E.K.U BY-PASS - RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
Sale pneem good thru Sun. MaterCard, Vma or Choice. Open evening! » open Sun. l-6pm.

h

librarian in 19.ri7.
He was instrumental in organizing a program in library science and
for building a comprehensive book
collection at the university unlil his
dealh in 1981.
The public is invited to atlend the
dedication ceremonies in honor of
Allen in room 108 of the library
Saturday at 2 p.m.

When looking at the total" lor the
past two years, Lindquisl s
comment on the decreasing number
of citations seems to In- correct
The total dollar ainounl tor the
19H3-84 academic year was
$76.224.!i() while the previous Ve.u
academic year 1982-83, was
194.501.70
These figures represent Ihe total
citation picture which includes
citations for several violations.
The division classifies violations
in the following^ manner as seen on
the back of the actual citation
•^ No valid permit,
.- Parking out of /.one.
.^Violation of safety regulations
^Parking in handicapped space
■'Parking on campus walks oigrass.
^ Parking in reserved space
■^Miscellaneous violation.
•'Meter violation.
The most common v lolalion. alter
unregistered vehicle, is on hi
violation billowed liv parking (Mil ill
/one.
Students represent a large port km
of the citations. However, faculty
and staff members also receive
citations.
When looking al the figures, It is
apparent that anyone who receives
a citation will lie forced lo pav ii
sooner or later unless they win an

appeal

i.inaquist saiu siunenis nave ■■■<
right to appeal citalions by going
through the parking appeals
committee.
The first step in the process is lo
pick up an appeals form at the
divisons office.
The application will then lie
reviewed by the committee which is

academic year currently stands Ills
The committee has heard over !MMI
of Nov. 15. 1984) at $36,903.
so far this semester.
This does not include figures for *£S£ *. .
.
.
next spring semester.
. «*ording to Lindquisl.

Ewers granted contract
to study water system
Progress staff report
Dr. Ralph C. Ewers, associate
professor of geology, has received a
$26,000 contract to measure the
water flow through western
Kentucky's limestone region.
The contract, which was awarded
by Mammoth Cave Nalional Park
near Howling (ireen. calls for Kwers
lo char I the water flow lo help track
and control pollutants which may
work iheir way into ihe water
system.
Such pollutants would endanger
visitors lo ihe cave and also damage
the delicate ecology of the cave
svstem.

Kwers said limestone in thai
section of the slalc forma an
underground layer of porous rock
containing water. This layer is
called the aquifer.
He explained the aquifer is
difficult In study because it is lull
of water.
Kwers said lie will design and
install instruments allowing him lo
study how the water system in tincave responds lo rain pulses, and
the rise and fall or levels in I lie
(ireen River.
Under the terms of the contract,
Kwers has already outlined the
boundaries of the groundwalei
basin.
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Ambassadors
aid placement

Police beat
The following reports were made
lo the Division of Public Safety last
week. This report includes only
reports involving university
students and .personnel:

The following cases which
appeared in Police Heat were filed
at the Madison County District
Court Clerk's Office. The follow-up
is merely a reflection of tte ruling of
the judges in each case:

Nov. »
David Sous*, a staff member in the
Mrim.ri.il Sritnot liuilding. reported the
fire alarm waN sounding in the Moore
I Unldini: The fire department responded
and could not determine why the alarm
won) off.
Nov. 26:
Kimberly Slrpp and Karen MrConnell.
of Martin Hall, reported $63 in rash had
been taken from their room in Martin
Hall.

Ricky Branham, who had been charged
with driving under the influence, had the
charges against him dismissed by a jury
trial.
Robert Baker was fined SI00 plus
court costs of 147.80 for driving under
the influence.
Darrrll Warren was fined fib plus
court costs for driving under the
influence and 67..SO for possession* of
marijuana.
The court reserved a ruling in the
arrest of Lynn Shaw for possession of
marijuana and a schedule two narcotic,
pending a ruling by a grand jury.

Onrida Clark, a desk worker in Todd
Hall, reported smoke on the eighth floor
of Todd Hall. The fire department
responded and found a cardboard lw>x
11.ill hem set on fin' und thrown down the
I rushchute.

Patrick Jotea was fined $100 plus court
costs of $47.50 for possession of
marijuana.

Lisa Arnold and MarKiwI Miller.
(I,iv Hall, reported three hooks valued
.ii s.'. 1.75 and a pair of glasses had been
luken from their room in Clay Hall.

Timothy Lend was fined $200 plus
court costs of $47.50 plus $150 in fees
for driving under the influence.

Nov. 27:
Wanda Gilbert, a night hostess in
Todd Hall, reported the fire alarms were
sounding in Todd Hall. The fire department responded and found a roll of toilet
|I.I|M i had been set on fire and thrown
down the Irashchute.
Nov. 28:
Debbie DeMichele. Sullivan Hall,
reported her wallet had been stolen from
'. i.- .
' " -i.. HuUrlin- '■>••■

Winfried Bryant's arrest for driving
under the influence was amended to
public intoxication. He was fined SUM)
plus court costs of $47.50 and a $10 fee.
James Lynn was fined $200 plus court
cos's of $47.50 and a fee of $150 for
driving under the influence. All fines and
fees were waived in exchange for 106
hours of community service.
A criminal complaint against
Krandrico Williams was dismissed with
a warning.
\

diversion for public intoxication.
Martha Bays. Sullivan Hall, reported
her wallet containing $40 in cash had
lire ii taken from a locker in the Hegley
liuilding.

Darrell Thomas was fined S10 plus
court costs of $47.50 for disorderly
conduct.

Km hv Hendrickson. a staff member in
Walters Hall, reported someone had
taken a sharp instrument and scratched
the fender of her cur. No estimute of
damage was given.

John Webb was fined 1300 plus $17 50
in court costs and sentenced to perform
community service for driving under the
influence.

Nov. 29:

Tim Cowhig was given six hours
diversion for public intoxication.

Charles Hogardus. ODonnell Hall,
reported hi' had not received u letter
.ontiiining a chirk for s'jll.

I .mine Spencer. Telford Hall, reported
...nie.ine had taken Mil from her room
in Trllonl Hall
Chester Broun. Keene Hall, reported
hud taken two liooks from his
room in Keene Hall. Hrnwn filed criminal
churges the next day against Charles
I'otlinger. Todd Hall, in connection with
ihr incident.
MMIMMMM

James RONS was sentenced to seven
days in jail, had his license suspended
and was fined $10 plus court costs of
147.60 for public intoxication.
I.imn.v Hill was given 40 hours ol
diversion for possession of marijuunu
Timothy McDonald was given 40
hours diversion for possession ol
murijuana.
Joseph Weathers was fined $200 plus
S47.50 in court costs for driving under
the influence.

Helen Baughman. Walters Hull.
reported her and her roommate. Carol
Lav inn had their wallets stolen from
Haughmun's cur while parked in Alumni
f oleseum Lot. The vulue of the wallets
«raa not given. They contained a total of
$20 in cash.

Lucien Moody hud his license
suspended for reckless driving und was
given 40 hours diversion for possession
of marijuana.
*

(ireg Long. Mattox Hall, reported his
room key and $20 had been taken from
his room in Mattox Hall.

Lawrence Patterson was given 40
hours diversion for possession of
marijuana.

ks magic

!l .ippc II s .is thou'h the Udy is floating in air. but it was really |ust an illusion
,is thr C tun. M acrobats performed magic tricks and acrobatics in Brock
Auditorium last .vre.1. University Center Board sponsored the presentation

Evaluations play
role in promotions
By Teresa Hill
News editor
'
Every year around the end of the
semester, students fill out
evaluation after evaluation of

Acker said each instructor ranks
the importance of objectives in each
individual class. Some of the
objectives are gaining factual
knowledge, learning fundamental

|IUJ SWMjMtMMI L" Vllgjr ewiuuu...,
Students filled out, a total of
28.000 forms and evaluated 1.510
classes at the end of the spring
semester when the university began
using new evaluation forms.
Acording to Dr. Ernest White,
chairman
ol
administrative
counseling ami educational studies,
the new Idea forms were chosen by
u student evaluation oversight
committee appointed by the faculty
senate over two years ago.
"There was some general
dissulisfaction among the faculty
with the instrument we were using
at the time, which was homemade
They questioned the validity of Ihe
evaluations because we had no
national statistics to compare
with." he said.
White said the committee spent
• •ver a year looking at different
forms that are available before
choosing the Idea evaluation forms.
One advantage lo using the Idea
evaluations, which is put together
and scored by the center for faculty
evaluation and development at
Kansas State University, is that the
same forms are used bv universities
across the country. This allows for
statistical comparisons of the
university s faculty with faculty
from schools ail across the country,
according to Dr. Dean Acker,
director of institutional research
and testing.

anil leal mug ul>uui pi BKBHBnan in
I he field.

Microcomputer Classes
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The response cards are collected
by the department chairs and sent
to the division of institutional
research and testing. They are then
sent to Kansas for scoring.
Acker said instructors receive a
percentage score according to the
objectives they felt were most
important in the class.
He said the evaluations must be
used in part when considering
faculty members for promotion and
tenure.

By Suzanne Staley
Staff writer
Student involvement seems to be
the key to the ambassador program
of the university.
This program sends students out
to five businesses in their hometown
area to discuss possible co-ops.
internships and jobs for university
students.
Informatio- about programs at
the university which can benefit the
business is presented by the
student.
According to Art Harvey,
assistant director of the Division of
Career
Development
and
Placement, the goal is to reach
many more employers in a face-toface manner than ever could
possibly be done by the placement
office and recruiters.
The Ambassador Program was
developed by the Division of Career
Development and Placement several
years ago.
"Fourty-four different colleges
and universities have asked for
information on the program," said
Harvey.
The program has already won two
awards.
According to Harvey, the
Ambassador Program received the
Kentucky College Placement
Association Award and the
Southern College Placement
Association Award for innovative
programs.
Students are nominated by the
chairman
of
the
various
departments to participate as an
ambassador.
"We want strong ambassadors,
preferably . upperclassmen. They

training stages which help the
student
prepare
for
the
presentation.
The students meet with Program
Coordinator Harvey to discuss the
materials in the packet and the
format of the visit.
"Dr. Max Huss. the university
debate coach, works with the
presentation skills." said Harvey.
Should the student wish extra
assistance, a video tape of a practice
visit can be done.
Tne program does take time out
of a student's schedule, said
Harvey.
According to Cheryl Gehringer, a
senior majoring in occupational
therapy, the training has taken less
than 10 hours for her.
Mylinda
King.
a
senior
occupational therapy major, has
made contacts with employers.
"I had a very positive response.
It doesn't take long at all." said
King.
Follow-up letters are sent to the
employers to find the reactions for
the presentation.
Another important aspect,
according to Harvey, is the benefit:
the program offers.
"Evaluations have been very
positive." he said.
Businesses have opened co-op
positions, internships, and actual
jobs for university students.
"I feel the employers will consider
Eastern students in the future."
said King.
It is the student ambassador who
shows the business that the
university has fine and qualified
people to fill such positions,
according to Harvey.

ambassadors.
said Harvey.
*f a student chooses to enter the .
"It was a good experience. It put
gram, he must decide which five me in the position to deal with
businesses he will contact.
personnel similar to that which I
The employer need not be in the will have to speak with in the
future." said King.
student's major of study.
The students are also awarded
Letters are sent by the CD&I*
office to the businesses to find ou*
with a certificate of recognition and
in which programs the business a dinner in their honor.
would be interested.
According to Harvey, there is a
From this information, packets goal of 20 ambassadors per
are targeted to those needs.
semester.
This would allow 200 businesses
The student ambassador then
presents the packet personally to
lo be contacted in a single year.
the employer.
Harvey stressed the need for
According to Harvey, there are
ambassadors for the spring
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Senate wants
more bus hours

talking
about
role
(Continued from Page One)
administrators
Stratton said the amount of
actual college - level teaching
experience on the current board
would be very helpful to the board.
Resides Dr. Bonnie Gray, who
leaches in the department of
philosophy and religion and serves
as the faculty regent, three other
board members also have teaching
experience.
Dr. Robert Warren was a full
professor at Murray State
University in the department of
business and finance.
John M. Keith was a full-time
instructor at Maysville Community
College in the department of history
and political science. Keith also
served as an area chairman at
Maysville. a position similar to a
department chairman at Eastern.
Thomas Harper was once an
Progress ptimpi
photo/Rob
Carr
uuifci
mine
r-vaaaaaa
w «*■■
Burger
time
assistant professor at the uni\ ersity
Mik»- Campbell, left. .1 Irishman poke administration maior Irom MiCreary County and Mike Cash .111 IHKM-I laied
in the college of law enforcement.
treshman also Irom MiCrVary County, louncl time to ('.till out lor dinner, the Ivtu ale then IHIIJ;CIS cut side Ixhilid
"We're just talking about a real
Mattox Hall.
good healthy participation by the
board." he said.
Student regent Tim Cowhig
pointed out the board not only
approves action, but can also set
policy.
Cowhig stressed he did not say
al-large next semester.
the board was necessarily seeking to (Continued from Page One)
"He will be meeting with different
She also said the Hoard of
become more powerful.
groups and some individuals during Regents is going to try und arrunge
his visit, said Uray.
"The board just wants to be more
"I'll stand up here (at the podium
forum sometime in the near future.
involved in setting policy.
She continued to say. "I have
in the center of the meeting room)
The Senate, after several senulors
"W»"r» on inliH urillind nOW, but
talked
to
him
on
the
phone
every
.so 1 can talk all my shots." said
|pfl VOlpH I" ' MI.IC (11. . 1
nfth*.

Faculty commends regent

Cowhig said he see the board 4|buld voice their opposition to the
directing the attention of the selection of Kunderburk. didn't take
administration to areas they feel many shots. Instead she simply
need immediate attention.
gave her report.
Cowhig said the Idea had been
She told the Senate that
discussed with Kunderburk. who Kunderburk will visit the university
said he "liked the idea.
from Dec. 10 to Dec. 13.

staff concerns and be plans to spend
at least two hours with the
executive committee (of the Senate)
on Monday." she said.
Gray Mid Kunderburk plans to
hold a forum with the Senate as well
as an open forum with the faculty-

IKUkllillU.!^ U.IU MM ....... 1 ll«flll nil'

Council on Academic Affairs unlil
the next meeting.
The next meeting of the Senate is
scheduled for 3:30 p.m.. Jan. 13.
19H.S in the faculty dining room in
the Powell liuilding.

By Teresa Hill
News editor
Student Senate passed two bills
11 luminously al Tuesduy's meeting.
The first bill calls for extending
the hours ol the bus which runs
from Alumni Coliseum to the
-itr.it inn und Perkins buildings.
Kathy Uammon. sponsor ol the
( bill, said the bus only runs from 8
a.m. until 3 p.m.
She pointed out that 2'i classes
meet alter 3 p.m. in these buildings
next semester. People enrolled in
I hese classes must often walk back
to the main campus at night or
during adverse weuther conditions.
According to the bill, extending
the bus service would require an
extra S1.471.6H to pay an additional
bus driver.
The second bill which was passed
by the senate concerned special
parking spots for motorcycles.
Senator Ken Kearns. sponsor of
the bill, said there were 23
motorcycles presently registered to
park on campus.
Kearns said motorcycles are often
forced to take up a whole parking
spot because there is not sufficient
parking available in designated
motorcycle parking spaces in the
Commonwealth and Case lots.
Senator Mark Hundley said he
was concerned because some people
may view the bill as partisan to
motorcycle drivers.
"It gives the cars more room
rather than let the motorcycles take
up those entire spaces." said
Senator Amy Wolfford.
Kearns said motorcycles are often
moved and damaged when they are
parked in regular parking spaces.
The bill calls for the motorcycle
spaces in the Commonwealth Lot to
lie expanded and the creation of

toward excellence and maturity."
Several senators spoke in favor ol
the resolution including Kalhi
Blackburn who particularly ugrisvd
with the open door policy.
The resolution said "Powell has
maintained an open door policy and
has been open to und supportive ol
student needs und concerns.'
Blackburn suid people often
criticize Powell for not being
accessible to the students, which
she said isn't true.
"When I was a freshman, one day
I was really upset and I culled his
office. And he talked to me for hull
an hour." she suid.
Senator John Tillson also
supported the resolution.
"I know I've been here longer
than any of you. prohuhly ever since
Powell started as president. He's
really fought tooth and nail for ull
of us and he's done a lot I think this
is great." Tillson said.
Senator dreg Karris unnounccd
spring vacancy elections will liegin
with distribution of petitions on
Jan. 14. Karris said petitions must
be returned by Jan. 18.
I'm the first lime during the Jan.
29 elections, students will vote on
machines instead of with ballots.
Senate president Tim Cowhig
announced that Dr. II. Manly
Kunderburk. who was named last
week to succeed Powell as the next
president of the university, will he
on campus next week. Cowhig said
among others. Kunderburk will
meet with a committee of student
leaders on Wednesday.
Senator Mike Keeling announced
that he will begin lobbying in
Krankfort next semester to change
a Kentucky law pertaining to the
National Direct Student Loan
Program.
. ._

University President Dr. JiC.
Powell uddressed the senate for the
final time before he retires.
Later, the senate passed a
resolution honoring Powell for his
leadership toward "higher quulity.
greater efficiency, and indeed.

each year in order lo renew loans the
following year.
,
Keeling said students may lake
only 14 extremely hard hours for a
couple of semesters and maintain a
good grade point average but not lie
able to renew their loans.
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Everyone knew
what Jeffrey
should do
with his life.
Everyone was wrong.

MICHAEL KEATON
MARILU HENNER
JOE PISCOPO
MAUREEN STAPLETON
GRIfFIN DUNNE
DOM

DEWISE

DICK BUTKUS

PETER BOYLE
GLYNNIS O'CONNOR
RICHARD DIMITRI
DANNTDMTO

Organized crime has never been
this disorganized!

A legend in his own neighborhood.
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Increased funding tops needs for future
What about Senate Concurrent
Resolution 30 which is. among other
things, looking for duplication
among Kentucky institutions?
In my review. 1 don't find any
significant measure of unnecessary
duplication. In fact, almost none at
the undergraduate level.
The basics are, of course,
duplicated.
There is, however, some
duplication among specialized
programs and there are programs
that aren' t attracting the amount of
students needed.
But even if these programs are
eliminated, there won't be any real
money saved.
At the master'8 degree level, it's
basically the same situation.
It is not until you get to the
professional schools and the
doctoral level that you find
anything being duplicated that may
be unnecessary.
There are some dollars that could
be saved in this area.

Don Lowe, managing editor,
conducted a question and answer
session with university President
Dr. J.C. Powell on his views of
higher education in Kentucky
How do you feel about (be future
of higher education in Kentucky?
I guess to look at the future,
you've got to consider the present.
We know, for example, that we're
going to face an enrollment picture
that is expected to decline steadily
until about 1990 when there will be
an increase in the number of high
school graduates and thus, a
reversal of this trend.
And that's particularv important
because you have to plan the
staffing of faculty.
Currently, the climate for support
of higher education by members of
the General Assembly is not a good
one.
We face a situation where the
state's resources are limited.
And the competition for state
appropriations in all areas of
education is going to be very
intense.
legislators are raising Question"
We will have to find ways to
demonstrate the worth and the*
contributions higher education
makes to the quality of life.
Our future depends on how
successful the leaders are in
demonstrating the needs of higher
education.
What are those needs?
There are three pressing needs of
higher education.
Wages for faculty and staff and
employees need to be increased.
That has two problems.
One of the reasons for increased
wages is retention of the very able
faculty that we currently have at
the university.
Secondly, faculty salaries need to
remain
attractive
-to
undergraduates planning to enter
the Held.
We. of course, want to attract the
best, brightest, students to become
college faculty members and we,
therefore, need to have competitive
salaries.
The second major need is
increased funding for instructional
and support equipment.
We need the proper tools, stateof-the-art tools, to properly instruct
our students.

What specific problems will the
university face in the year ahead?
The problems we will face are, in
part, what led me to choose Dec. 31
aa a timtm frtr rotiromanl

Progress photo/Charles Pendleton

Powell sees legislature as next hurdle
Thirdly, we need a significant
amount of money for major
expenditures for maintenance
purposes.
Every building on our campus
was built or remodeled in the 1960s
and we need funds to keep the
facilities in the level of repair and
utlility they should be kept in.
There are all sorts of repairs that
need to be made.
We need to find ways to raise fund
for these needs.
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We must concentrate
government funding.

Killarney Square next to Holiday Inn
Richmond, Ky.
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How do you suggest we go about
raising these funds?
Like I said before, our future is
dependent on the ability to convince
legislators of the needs for the
funds.
The only alternate route is private
funding and that should be left to
increase the level of excellence and
to go beyond the basic offerings.
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We will have to present to them
arguments that will convince them
that the next state budget provide
significant help for higher
education.
Secondly, we are currently
engaged in a self-study for our
accreditation.
The accreditation by the Southern
Association is a very important task
to be completed.
Also the next stage of the
strategic planning process will have
to be implemented.
It will, as it has in past years, be
the document that sets the physical
policy and sets the stage for
implementation of those plans.

Those are the overriding things to
be dealt with in the next year.
Dp you plan to stay active at the
university?
I will certainly maintain an active
interest in the university, but I will
not be an employee in any capacity.
I hope to have the opportunity to
be a spectator and an observer.
I will support the university for
the rest of my life.
How do yon feel the transition
between presidents will affect the
university?
It's not like a transition in
government. The staff, which
essentially does the work that the
president takes the credit or the
slack for, will be here working
continually.
I will do everything I can to make
it easier for Mr. Funderburk.
Of course, he will want to do some
chatting prior to and after he
officially takes over.
I will be here for him to answer
any questions he might have and to
serve in an advisory Capacity jf
needed.
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What are your personal plans tor
the future?
I don't have any specific longrange plans.
I am too young and my health is
too good to simply vegetate.
I have several interests I intend
to pursue.
I also plan to find ways to be a
voice for higher education in the
future.
Many improvements need to lie
made in the urea of education and
I intend to maintain an active role
in the field.
I think mainly I'll just sit back
and relax for awhile.
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Powell's tenure brought reorganization
By BobHerron
Art* editor
After serving the university for
almost a quarter of a century, eight
years of which he served as president, J.C. Powell could see there
were changes that were going to
have to be made.
"One of the things I tried to work
on during my tenure is this matter
of promotion of improvement in the
quality of aoedemic programs," said
Powell.
Academics
According to Powell, his role has
been to create a climate in which the
quality of academic programs is a
, common goal of faculty, staff and
others ancfto try to do those things
that would make this a desirable
activity itself.
"It's hard to measure academic
quality." said Powell. "But some of
the indicators that we see is that
during the past several years there
have been 12 academic programs
that
have received initial
accreditation by the appropriate
accrediting body."
According to Powell, this is a
mark that these programs are
meeting the guidelines of a special
accrediting agency.
program, which Powell said the
university is very proud of because
there are not many accredited
interior design programs in the
state. •
Powell said all the programs
accredited prior to 1976 have been
it- accredited.
"Another way we look at the
quality of programs is that we have
certain
things
that
have
examinations." said Powell "We
think we have had outstanding
passing grades by our graduates on
these programs which have
examinations."
Powell also cited the placement
rates of graduates who go on to
professional schools as an example
of how well a school is doing
academically.
"We have had a excellent rate of
acceptance into the college of
medicine, especially at U.K.," said
Powell.
"I am told that all of the students
that have graduated from here and
appaisd at dental school have been
accepted." he said.
Powell said another way the
quality of academics could be
judged is by the type of faculty the
university was aba* to recruit.

"We think we. haw recruited, done for effeciency and for the
during the past eigtkt years, faculty creation of units of sizes which Vould

academics
Computers
According to Powell the two
things which have been the most
noticeable during his presidency are
the creation of a five-year plan for
the establishment of academic
computing and the use of computer
progrsms for sdministrative
purposes.
The establishment of academic
computing includes the academic
computing center and the devotion
of considerable resources to making
computing a part of the
instructional program, said Powell.
According to Powell, making
computing a part of the
instructional program included not
only making computers available
for programs like computer science
but also for many other areas of the
teaching process.
Using the computer programs for
administrative purposes affects
students
directly
during
registration.
"Whether you like it (computer
registration) or not, it is a vast
improvement in terms of the time it
takes students to register and in
terms of the kinds of information
made available to the deans and

extension aa needed.
"The counseling center has come
of age." said Powell. "We have at
least maintained the staff there and
they have become busier."
Powell said he was told the center
sees 26 percent more people than it
did in 1976.
"This was done without
additional personnel." said Powell.
In other areas such as the
physical plant. Powell said, he said
he'suspected his administrative initialed certain changes.
"During this period of time we
had three budget cuts and lack of
funds kept us from doing more than
we have accomplished." said Powell.
During his tenure, a formal
organization for strategic planning
was formed.
"We have always done planning,
but this is first time we have
organized as an institution to do
planning over a five-year period." he
said.
According to the president, this
organization was formed to plan
budgets and expenditures.
P,owell said the budget is the
heart of the institutional operation.

yuu Uy u> uu Nixsii itx.iun.uiK
faculty is try to get diverse
backgrounds in terms of graduate
institutions they attended and other
factors related to teaching
"I think during the last eight
years we have had an increase in
what is generally termed the
scholarly activities of faculty." said
Powell. "We also see an increase in
the number of Fulbright Scholars
that we have had from our faculty."
Early in Powell's term as
president, a reorganization was
undertaken to modify academic
units into the present college
system the university now employs.
According to Powell, this was

According CO Powell, the primary
move in business affairs was the use
of computers which improved the
university's business systems,
accounting and payroll personnel
systems.
"In other words, using modern
computing
methods
for
administrative or business affairs,
which hopefully allowed u* to do a
better job and have a good deal
more information." he said
Student Affairs
According to Powell, the
university has worked fairly wall
with students through such areas aa
student life in dormitories, through
the program of open houses and its

improvement ol salaries for the
faculty, staff and employees: the
second major need of the university
is the purchase of instructional and
support equipment: and thirdly, the
maintenance needs of the physical
plant.
The president aaid the changes
and improvements made on campus
during his tenure cannot just be
attributed to him.
''If we have accomplished
something during these last eight
years they have been by the total
university community: it has been
s university effort. not the effort of
s single individual," he aaid.

Public information photo

, Dr. Robert R. Martin hands reins to Powell
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the systematic review of each of the
programs here at the university.
According to Powell, a committee
is formed to look at approximately
#0 percent of the university's
programs each year.
"In this process we have actually
suspended 31 degree programs since
August of 1978 while we added
about six," he said. "This is a way
of getting at trying to build on
strength and reallocate resources
where they are needed."
Powell also used as an example
the different types of evaluations
used in rating the teaching process,
as a way of moving to quality
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Whitlock will
miss leadership
By Sherry Kaffenbarger
Organizations editor
As one reviews the terra of university President Dr. J.C. Powell, it is
logical to talk With the man who
serves as his executive assistant
Dr. Doug Whitlock works with
Powell daily in every aspect of
university planning and speaks
highly of him as an administrator.
When pointing OUL what he feels
is Powell's greatest administrative
strenth. Whitlock said. "The complete package that the man is."
"His greatest strength is the completeness that he brought to the job
with him." said Whitlock. "He has
a strong appreciation for the
academic mission of the institution.
He's probably as fair-minded of a
person as I've ever worked with "
As Whitlock recalls the time
Powell entered the office of president, he says that Powell had to
establish himself as "his own man."
"His administration was not going to be a carbon copy of the
previous administration." said
invm mil luab I unui

did not want to overreact and undo
some of the good and positive
things established by the previous
administration.
"1 think he did that very well."
Whitlock pointed out that since
Powell entered office, he has had
success when handling several crisis
situations at the university.

One such crisis involved water
problems at the university two
years ago when classes were canceled: others have centered around
electrical power problems and
budget reductions.
"He handled those things with
calmness, but also in a positive manner which I think was reassuring to
the people around him." said
Whitlock.
Whitlock said he believes Powell
consults with the people involved in
those crisis situations before making decision concerning them.
"He doesn't want to make a hasty decision in absence of fact."
Whitlock said as an example.
Powell discusses problems with
weather and final effects of the
situation with weather specialists.
Whilock said he believes Powell
has done a good job delegating

responsibuties during these times to Whitlock saw'strengths in administrative ability
the people qualifed to act on the
situation
"He is good delegalor." he said.
•There are some decisons that ran

would have would really hurt us.
"1 think he's been a very effective
Pe™°« "» Frankfort

.,. ., _..
.
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„ w
with Martin as he is with Powell, he
thought the two men were the right
kind of Dconlr for thr inhHurinrrthn

cess the university achitved on a
higher education test from the
Education Testing Service.
Also, since Powell took office,
there have 12 new program accreditations at the university.
When comparing and contrasting
the terms of Dr. Robert Martin,
president emeritus, Whitlock said
although he was not nearly as close

university's time of growth.
"Dr. Powell has been here in%a
time of steady statistical times.
"He has a great strengh in administrative situations where you're
not dealing with problems of
growth, but dealing with reallocating of resources. Each in his
own way was a good president for
the times they've served in."

>■

Whitlock explained that Powell
has tried to decentralize the power
and appropriated decisions that
don't have to be made by him.
Whitlock said Powell has been active in legislative judgments regarding higher education in the state.
"In 1982. he prevented the adoption of a funding mechanism that

IIIMIK.*
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Progress photo/Rob Carr
Powell has not been as visible on
campus as some people at thi
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II.III CM luxury to be president during a time when enrollment is going
up and there is a lot of money. The
times he has had to deal with have
kept him in the office more than he
may have liked."
"He enjoys the contact with
students and would have like to be
out more." said Whitlock. "He's a
very warm and personable
individual."
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Masters finds life's
never dull in front office
By Alan White
Features editor
You might think it would take a
person versed in the latest public
relations techniques to know how to
deal with angry students, a barrage
of phone calls and a sobbing co-ed
uhci'i' car has l>een towed.
Not necessarily.
Sure, know-how before those
students came in with a bone to pick
with university President Dr. J.C.
i'owell would have been helpful, but
Donna Masters seems to have
received her training on the job.
Masters. Powell's administrative
assistant for the last 12 years,
describes her duties as "very
varied."
As one might expect, the phones
ring off the hook in a university
president's office.
It is up to assistants such as
Masters, who has been with the
university for 15 years, to 9ee that
the phone receiver does not become
an appendage of the president.
"As far as screening calls there
are. as you might understand or

Masters.
But some of them, like the girl
whose car had been towed away,
figure Ihe only way to get things
done is to go straight to the top. The
top being, of course. Powell.
Masters said the girl was very
upset and was crying and she tried
to talk to her.
"As it turned out she had $450
worth of tickets and was not so
much upset with the university as
she was with the fact that she didn't
know what she was going to tell her
parents.
"He talked to her and got the
situation worked out. She paid her
tickets but I think she just wanted
someone to listen to her and that's
not really all that unusual."
Masters said that part of Powell's
policy has been to remain open-door.
"In my experience in working
with him I have seen him lose his
temper only one time with a
student."
* Masters remembered the student
coming into the office that day.
"It was a situation which the

discuss with them whatever the
situation is."
Masters holds almost as much
belief in her relationship with Powell
as she does with his relationship
with the students. Almost.
Masters said she has found
herself frustrated with Powell "at
times, but by the same token I'm
sure at times he's frustrated with
me.
"I think that's human nature."
But Masters could could not think
of a specific situation.
"I don't think frustrated is the
right word. Let me see if I can think
of a better word...irritated."
"There is one thing though that
I always remember: he's the
president."
Powell's retirement may have
come suddenly to those outside his
Conies Building office, but not to
Masters.
"He told me actually the morning
he was to make the announcement,
but I had been aware of it for awhile.
So it really wasn't a surprise."
"I think he will miss education

a problem they want to talk to him
about. Actually another department
or another division in the university
could really take care of them and
I will suggest that they try there,
and if thai doesn't work, then give
us a call back.
"We get hundreds of calls a day."
Many of the calls come from
students who did not get the
roommate they wanted or the
financial aid thev needed, said

he was going to be road when he left,
too."
Masters speaks highly of Powell's
ability to communicate.
"In a one-on-one situation Dr.
Powell is fantastic. We'll have a
student and especially I have seen
him in this manner with students...
and I II tell him that he needs to use
his •Oral Roberts touch'.
"It really is amazing He is able
to talk with them and calmly

What is in the future for Masters
after Powell leaves office on Dec.
31?
"That's
something
Dr.
Funderburk has to answer." she
replied.
Masters would like to continue
her service^lp the university, which
amounts to 15 years next month,
but leaves that decision up to the
new president.
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Student leaders positive toward Powell
institution at a quality level in hard
times was impressive." said
Sutkamp. while King said she felt
Powell's
most
important
contribution to the university is his
"financial wizardry."
Powell said his role has been to
create a climate in which the quality
of the academic programs was a
common goal of the faculty and
staff.
But not many students get a
chance to meet with Powell,
especially on.a personal basis, but
those who have feel he is a
character.
"1 think he'll be missed. He's
added a great degree of
personability that I think is a nice
touch." said Cowhig.
"He seems to present a very
authoritative figure, and you need
that authority in his job." said
King, a Burlington native.
"One-on-one he's great." said
student senator Ken Kearns.
Kearns
said
he
felt
a
misconception about Powell is that
he just sits behind his desk all day
and then goes home, but Kearns
contends "he works real hard."
"I was a legislative intern last"

By Jay Carey
Sports editor
Students generally react to the
departure of a university president
in many varied ways, but the
consensus of many student leaders
is that Dr. J.C. Powell deserves their
respect.
"He certainly has been a strong
representative of Eastern on a state
level." said Student Association
President Tim Cowhig. "As an
example of the respect he has
gained, he was named chairman of
the Kentucky Council of University
Presidents.
"The average student probably
isn't extremely familiar with Dr.
Powell, but most students have a
good deal of respect for him."
Cowhig said.
"I think he might have a good
rapport with the faculty." said
I ..•nci.i Alexander, past president of
the Panhellenic Council.
Alexander, who was president of
the council until last month's
elections, said "I think a lot of
professors and faculty respect him
Powell, who has been with the
university for 24 years, serving the
open-door policy.
"People who have met the man
feel he is always receptive to
students," said Charlie Sutkamp.
vice-president of the Student
Asociation.
"It surprised me how accessible
he is." said Sutkamp. "I had a
problem, set an appointment and
talked with him for over an hour."
"On a personal note, I feel he's
receptive and open to students,"
added Cowhig, a senior from
Louisville.
"From what I understand, when
a member of the Panhellenic Council
or the IFC I Inter-Fraternity
Council) go to see him. he has
always set up an appointment and
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Students find Powell works well in one-on-one situation
met with them." said Alexander, a
senior psychology major from
Richmond.
Melissa King. 20. a junior
computer science major who is
president of the Women's Residence
Hall Association, said she likes the
president.
"I like him -- he's a great guy."
she said. "People in that type of
position tend to scare people away,
but the first time I met him he told
me a joke."
King said Powell has impressed

her with his "willingness to listen he hasn't created a wall or anything.
"I'm sure if a student wanted to
see him and set up an appointment
that he'd see them." she said. "But
a lot of them wouldn't take the
initiative."
Campus leaders said they are also
impressed with Powell's financial
prowess, while many feel his
handling of financial matters is his
greatest contribution to the
university.
"His biggest contribution lies in

financial matters and his quest for
excellence in education during lough
economic times - and that's a hard
job." said Cowhig.
"He was instrumental in the
computerization at EKU and I
think that's important." he said.
"And he was important in
maintaining the efficiency of
administration through some rough
limes."
King and Sutkamp agree.
"His being able to keep the
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Goodbye!
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education, you see him in a Uillereni
light." said Kearns.
"And Eastern's grown and
changed a whole lot under him."
"He
has
expanded
and
encouraged student input on
university committees." said
Cowhig.
Early in his term as president, a
reorganization waa done which
modified the academic units into the
present college system the
university now uses.
"He was instrumental in
consolidation
and
the
reorganization of some academic
programs, which I felt left them in
a better stale -- more efficient."
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'First Lady' enjoyed time working at EKU
been out ot the country. Hut we've
never been to Europe and that's one
thing I'd really like to do."
The Powells will continue to live
in Richmond and presently their
spare time is being spent working
on the house they will be moving
into.
"We've been painting and
changing everything." said Powell.
She said they started from the
ground up and have knocked out
walls, painted, papered, carpeted
and created the house they wanted.
"It's been fun. I really enjoy
doing it my way." she said.
Powell said she had hoped to
move out of the Blanton House as
soon as they could, but it's proved
to be a big job.
"I wanted to give the next
residents time to change things if
they wanted before they movedin."[
She gestured across the front
room which was decorated with rose
pink carpet, curtains and flowered
wall paper. "They may not like
pink."
Powell said her biggest problems
have been in sorting out their
furniture from the university's and
finding room for everything they've,

By Liu Frost
"We had talked about it and then
one night he tossed and turned and
Editor
Downey Powell
couldn't sleep. And I knew he had
said when she
decided." she said. "He decided to
graduated from
apply."
the university she
Powell said the transition wasn l
never expected to I
too
difficult for her she said she had
return.
been used to the formalities that
However, as
were expected of her because of Dr.
the
wife
of
Powell's time as executive assistant
university Presito Dr. Robert Martin.
dent Dr. J.C.
"The university has changed
Powell she not Downey Powell
only returned, but also became a big there too. It used to be that we
would have receptions that would
part of it.
Powell said she met her husband
leave you standing in a receiving
while
the
two
attended
line for two or three hours.
Harrodsburg High School in
"The university is just too big to
Harrodsburg. about 45 miles west
greet everyone like that anymore."
of Richmond.
Powell said when she was a
"We dated and while he was
student at the university the
attending U.K. and I was here, we
president and his wife would invite
dated." she said.
the female students over to the
She quipped about her husband
being "much older" than she. "But Wanton House for teas on occasion.
"We just can't do that anymore,
not really. I am only one year behind
of course. But we still have the EKU
him." she confessed.
After Dr. Powell graduated from Women in for leas or receptions
the University of Kentucky the two sometimes."
were married and began a career
Powell said the times she finds
move that would lake them to herself as a hostess is usually
l.niusvilli' and eventually back to seasonal.
aiic 3*uu '...nit,.
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over the years since she's been at
the university.
"When I went here there were
1.000 girls and 89 boys. It was
during the war and all the men were
in the service, i picked a bad time
lo be here." she said laughing.
"When 1 went to school here in
the 1940s, they built the Keen
Johnson Building and announced
that 'this completes the campus.'
"In the 1960s when the whole
campus was being built I got lost
once on campus." she said.
Powell said she remembers when
Dr. Powell decided to apply for
university president.
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the alumni bke to drop by and see
the house."
As the wife of a university
president Powell said she finds
herself as a guest at dinners and
meetings quite often.
"It's enjoyable, but sometimes
you feel like you've eaten that same
dinner before." she said.
Progress photo/Rex Boqgs
"You sit there and think 'I've
President
and
Mrs.
Powell
decorate
new home
been here before.'"
Powell said it hasn't been difficult
Powell said now that her husband better or worse, but not for lunch.
is retiring there is going to have to So we'll just see how it goes."
lo be in her position.
She said both of them enjoy
"All jobs have their good points be some adjustment.
"We don't know what were going traveling and would like to do that.
and bad points. I don't like to do
"I would like to go to Europe.
things on Saturday and Sunday, but to do yet. We've discussed it.
"Thev say vou marry a person for We've been a lot of places and we've
I do and that's true with every job."

space when we moved in here: now
the closets are all full and I don't
have any place to put it in the new
house."
Powell said she is glad to be
staying in a university community.
"I think it keeps you young.
"I've seen so many things here. I
saw Bob Hope here as well as the
plays and concerts."
She said she will now have the
opportunity to see so much more.
Powell said when she finds the
time she enjoys attending Colonel
football and basketball games as
well as working with pottery, painting and doing crewel work.
"I'm not tired of being here. And
I have no regrets," she said.
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Julius Cherry Powell had 'plane' careers
By TcreH. Hill
News editor
He was supposed to be named
'"William Kclward Powell and when
he first attended coHejje he wanted
to be an engineer.
He ended up being called Julius
Cherry Powell and in a lew short
weeks he will be a former president
of Kastern Kentucky University.
I'nwcll was born in I92li in liar■iiiMii. Tenn.. but only liecause his
mother went home to her parents'
house to have her baby.
"That's just the way it was done
back then Daughters went home to
mothers.*' he said.
His parents were living in liurgin
in Mercer County at the time and
later moved to llarrodshurg.
Powell said his mother wanted to
name him William Kclward Powell,
but gave him a different name
because ol his great-grandmother.
"She Was an aged little woman.
even then. As a teenager she
watched Sherman's army march
through (ieorgia. They look her pet
cow on their way through She was
sort ol the matriarch ol the family.'

Hi.ii a son should u.iv* -n luLiie-i s
given name and his mothei 'a
maiden name.
"They called me thai to humor
the old lady, whom they thought
wouldn't 1M* with us that long. I was
11 when she died and by that time
no one remembered."
Until Powell was 14 and needed a
birth ceri ificate. everyone knew him
as Jay or .1. C.
"We sent away for a birth
certificate and we got a letter back
saying that no one by that namehad ever been limn in that county.
Then my mother remembered and
sent away for one for William
Kdward Powell.
"I remember I had to pay DO cents
and go to court to have my name
changed. I don't know how much ol
it is true, but that's the story.-'
Powell attended Harrodsburg
High School where he met his wife.
Downey. He graduated in 1944.
"At the lime I graduated limn
high school, those were the days
when you were drafted. So out ol
high school I went right into the
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Powell thought of career in engineering
Armv."
I le began his two and a half years
in the infantry.
"By some quirk of fate I got
transferred into the Army Air Corps
and spent most of my service lime
as an airplane or engine mechanic,
and ended up as an inspector for
maintenance of an aircraft."
Powell was stationed in the
Marianas Island near Guam in the
heart of the Pacific Theater.
"The B-51 outfit that 1 was
working with was flying cover for
the H-29s who were bombing
Japan.
"You grow up in a hurry," he said.
Powell enrolled at the University
of Kentucky in January of 1947.
Because of his army background, he
decided to major in engineering.
"We were on the quarter system
and in the second quarter, one of the

courses I look was a drafting class
in which I spent hour after hour in
an enormous room standing at a
drafting table drawing pictures of
nuts and bolts.
"And it dawned em me that if this
is what being an engineer entails
then I didn't want any part of it. 1
liked people too much.' he said.
Because he had a heavy concentration in math for his former
engineering major. Powell said he
changed his major to math in the
college of education.
After graduating in June of 1960.
Powell began teaching at Atherton
High School in Louisville
"I don't know of anything I've
ever done that was as much fun or
as satisfying as teaching and we>rking with high school kids. Teaching
mathematics, particularly plane
geometry was my joy.

"It's sort ol like teaching a
loreign language. It's really the first
lime in all of their school careers
that kids have run into a course
t hat s primarily a course in logic or
logical thinking.
"And invariably we would start
off the year with 30 or so bright little faces out there and about 30
minutes into the first class period
this look of puzzlement would come
over them, tike 'What in the hell is
he trying to talk about'''
"But as you proceeded through,
maybe by the end of the first week
of classes., their faces would light up
and they would say. 'Hey. I Know
what he is trying lo do.'
"And the fun of it was working
and watching and trying to see how
many you could light up that day."
he said.
Powell taught lor three years
before
moving
into
an
administrative position.
"You know how quirks happen in
your career. One ol the local
television! stations - and you have
lo^remember that television was
brand new then, and remote
television broadcasts were almost

and asked Powell to come with him
as his executive assistant.
"For the 16 plus years of his
administration I had. I don't know,
four or five different titles. The titles
changed. I don't know that the job
ever did that much. 1 did whatever
seemed to need to be done." he said.
Powel had reservations about applying for the presidency after Martin resigned.
"I had a difficult time deciding
whether or not I even wanted to
apply for the job. I had a good job
I was enjoying it.
"Hut I guess at some point, and
I know thee point, it was at 2 a.m.
one morning. Downey and I were
talking and I decided lo apply." he
said
Powell said he did not feel
intimidated by succeeding Marlin
as president.
"I don't think I was ever
concerned aboul the fact that I was
following Hob Martin. I had already
worked with him lor a number of
\ ears
"Somebody asked me if 1 madea
decision to be different" from hiWi
and 1 clicln I The decision I made

wanted . to do a series on the
schools." be said.
The- television station ended up
taping one of Powel's classes, which
may have brought him to the attention of the administration, causing
ihe-m lo offer him Ihe position of
assistant director of the curriculum
division.
"I thought I wanted to get into
the bigger picture and I neede-d the
money. I was married: we were
expecting our first child and had
bought a little home. I needed theincome." he said.
After working as assistant
superintendent in Louisville,
Powell's went on to work in
Krankfort as director of the
Foundation Program under former
university president Dr. Robert K.
Martin
then
serving
as
Superintendent
of
Public
Instruction
Powell spent three and a half
years working in the Department of
Kducation until Martin was named
president of the university in 19t>()

had done things." he Mud,
t
Powell seems to have mixed feel
ings about the job as president now
that he has served for eight years.
"There are many things U1MIUI
being a president that are
thoroughly enjoyable' - I wonder
what some e>( them are'.'" he said
laughingly.
"The other thing I could always
do in every job I've had prior to this
one. I couid turn it off at night when
I'd go home and forget about it.
"That's
a
part
of.
the
'wearyingness' of the job."
I'm not sick. I'm not beaten
down. I'm not frustrated. I just
couldn't bring myself to believe that
I had the energy and the level of
enthusiasm necessary to go on for
another two years." Powell said.
Powell, who will be 59 years old
in January, said there were tough
limes ahead and maybe it was time
for new ideas and a new direction.
I've been here 24 years, almost
a quarter of a century. Frankly. I'm
tired.'
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